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nal students
ips for internatio
scholarships
international
No more full scholarsh
Money to help support more
native minority students
Blessing Oguntebi
Staff writer

of
Covenant will no longer ofinternafer full scholarships to interna
tional students as a matter of
policy, but will instead use limited
resources to aid more American
minority students.
internaIn the past many interna
tional students have received full
scholarships, partly because they
schol
are not eligible for the same scholarships available to American citi
citioften
is
it
zens, and also because
harder for international students to
fi
come up with the funds amidst financial strife in their own countries.
Every year some money is
scholar
allotted to the diversity scholardisship fund, and that money is dis
both
tributed
am ongst
amongst
Ameri
international students and Amerischol
cans who receive diversity scholarships. Since most international
students need full scholarships,
there is less money available for
substan
other recipients to get a substantial amount.
The plan is to stop directing
so much money to so few internainterna
tional students, thus increasing the
amount of money available so that it
is possible to allot more money to
more American minority students.
“Due to the scarcity of our
"Due
diversity resources, we are no
schol
longer able to provide full scholarships for the international stustu
dents,”
said
Rebecca
Morton,
dents,"
Plan
Director of Student Financial Planning. The school will continue to
aid international students finanfinan
cially, just not with full scholarships.
cially,just
Another reason for this
change is that financial donors are
more willing to give money to
American minorities rather than to
However,_
international students. However,
according to Professor Patricia
Ralston, coordinator of the Diver
Diverpro
sity Scholarship Recipient program, there are plans to develop a
different fund for international
students, but the fund is still unun
der "construction"
“construction” since they

have not found a donor yet.
Cov
It is no secret that Covenant College is working very
hard to recruit more minority
“For
campus. "For
students to our campus.
the last two decades, the goal
has been to increase the numnum
ber of minorities on our camcam
pus. The decision now is to
focus
on
Am
erican
American
fotus
then we can focus
minorities......then
minorities
group,” said
on a different group,"
Ralston.
miWith the increase of mi
nority applicants and the
Covavailability of funds, Cov
enant College should be able
to provide scholarships for
more minority students, thus

helping to increase the numnum
ber of minority students on
Fun loving members of the International Students Club may have more difficulty finding a place at Covenant
campus.
“It is dents to come here, especially if the amount of scholarships for the best method for bringing more
According to Morton, "It
inorities to Covenant. An
minorities
important that the students have they are not missionary kids and international students may deter m
Cov- anonymous student suggested
mi if they do not get any support from some people from coming to Cov
more interaction with American mifac"there are so many other fac
"we would like that “there
nonethe- enant College and “we
nority students so that they have American
Ameri':an sponsors, but nonethe
andAmeriAmeri tors as to why minority students
a realistic idea of what the less it is a good idea for Covenant to see both international and
Cov- , do not come to Covenant; even
can minority students here at Cov
students.”
workforce is going to be like once to target minority students."
though the financial aspect may
Trirniew.
enant,”
said
student
Jason
Trimiew.
enant,"
Other
students
believe
there
they leave Covenant. After all,
be
a big part of
it, it is not the only
ofit,
Some
other
students
hold
the
they are more likely to work and should be other ways to handle
aspect
involved.”
involved."
associate with American minoriminori the situation, because reducing opinion that money may not be
ties than with internationals."
internationals.”
“By having minority stustu
"By
makdents at our school, we are mak
pact on society,
impact
ing an im
the yearly tuition revenue to use
Currently, the financial aid
providing a reformed Christian Christina Jones
as Covenant College financial aid. department must speculate how
education to American minorities Staff writer
This money does not come from about how much money they will
who will be able to go back to their
supculture and make a difference in
Covenant’s financial aid de
de- any bank account, but is simply a need in the coming year to sup
Covenant's
their communities in a reformed partment will soon use a revamped discount and is subtracted from port the promised financial aid to
student's bill. In the new and returning students. They
way,” said Ralston.
system to distribute financial aid the receiving student’s
way,"
past,
the
President’s
Council has simply estimate and hope that the
President's
opin to incoming students. Last year,
Students hold different opinattempted
to
keep
this
amount at figures will “wash
out" in the end,
"wash out”
finan when a greater proportion of
ions concerning the change finansays
Rebecca
Morton,
Director of
around
25%,
but
recent
years,
in
cial aid for international students needy students matriculated to
Student
Financial
Planning.
this
goal
has
seemed
out
of
reach.
Ifthe
exand the decision to focus more on Covenant than had been ex
With
an
increasing
number
of
of
figures
work
out,
there
is
no
prob
probcollege's budget was
recruiting of American minority pected, the college’s
lower class students being ac
ac- lem. However, if they underesti
underestistudents.
taxed severely.
cepted,
that
percentage
has
risen
mate the amount of aid needed,
thereAccording to junior Miriam
Beginning next year, there
"If the they must then draw money from
Mwaria, "It
“It is a very good idea fore, the department will have less well above the 30% limit. “If
departments.
for the money to go towards money to work with for student financial aid department budgets the budgets of other departments.
For next year, the department
Af financial packages for incoming more than 30% in the discount
American minority students. After all, Covenant needs more of students. Financial aid packages rate, that means that some other revised an index, which has been
returning students
students part of the budget (maintenance, in use for the past four years to
oppor offered to returning
them and it is also a good opporacademic departmental needs, etc.) rank incoming student financial
tunity for minority students to however, will remain unaffected.
reduced," said Bob
Each year, the department is is going to be reduced,”
come here. However, it will lessen
see Aid, page4
page 4
Finances.
ofFinances.
the chances for international stu
stu- budgeted a certain percentage of Harbert, Vice President of

More changes due for financial aid
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This school is in the throes of becoming something
different. When I first came here little more than three years
ago, Mills hall was still under construction. Maclellan hall
weren't even talked about (at
and the Probasco center weren’t
wlgar level of Great Hall conversation), and
least on the vulgar
the Ashe center, alas, might yet have been a new library
instead. The mailroom was located in the narrow hall bebe
tween the carpentry shop and the purchasing office. Many
of the parking lots and roads that now adorn our campus
were either nonexistent or mere dirt and gravel affairs. There
were only two small computer labs, and one of these (the
one with the fast computers) was upstairs in Barnes, where
now there are only treadmills. ·
Over time, these little alterations in the physical envienvi
ronment of our collective mountaintop experience have added
up, and, I think, have registered themselves in the psychic
Covenant’s student body, faculty, and staff.
tenor of Covenant's
What I mean is this: If I have been living in a shabby
little bungalow for a number of years, and slowly, through
I’m able to make marked improvements
careful parsimony, I'm
on my property, would I not feel something akin to pride in
my changed situation? And if perhaps I bought a new
carpet, would I not therefore be justified in compelling
visitors to take off their shoes before stepping inside?
To be plain, what’s
what's been going on at Covenant with
especial intensity over the last four or five years, is that
excluwe’ve been getting snobbier, or, ifyou prefer, more exclu
we've
sive. Where we used to let anyone track their muddy boots
wherever they liked, we’ve
we've now begun to more carefully
police the footgear of our visitors.
This sort of change is inevitable I think. On the front
page of this issue are two stories that I think illustrate this
well. If, in your haste to get to the Narrative Cosmos, you
happened to have skipped over these, please go back and
give them your attention for a moment. In a general sense,
the facts are very simple: there’s
there's less money to go around,
relatively speaking; and, when tuition is increasing to the
tune of roughly $1000
$ 1000 per year, the student body must, in the
affluent."
words ofBob Harbert,
Haibert, “become
''become more financially affluent.”
So what am I saying? Only that Covenant is on the
diverfast track to destroying what little socioeconomic diver
sity it's
it’s now blessed with. But isn’t
advo
isn't it ridiculous to advocate socioeconomic
socioeconom ic diversity? Who w
ants to see
wants
poverty-stricken
poverty-stricken urchins shambling about on campus?
conDoesn’t
Doesn't it make more sense to cater to the wealthier con
known
it’s well
stituencies of the congregation? After all, it's
that those from the highest socioeconomic class are those
likeliest to become rich alumni, with money to spare on a
sparkling new athletic facilities and other luxurious and
sparkling
superfluous things. What's
What’s the point in making an investinvest
superfluous
ment where there will be no return?
everydon’t know; only that it seems a shame that every
I don't
thing must always tend toward the bigger, the shinier, the
exmore state-of-the-art, the more impressive, the more ex
them
pensive. Especially when such upgrades articulate themselves as closed doors when it comes to prospective
students, now, lamentably, unable to afford the education
students,
that those changes w
were meant
to^hance.
ere~·

By now you probably all know
that my fiance, Liz O’Leary,
O'Leary, has mono.
W
hat you probably don't
don’t know
What
(though you might
have guessed) is
might-have
how she acquired this terrible condicondi
tion. That, my friends, is the funny part.
I like to think of it as romantic irony.
When I drove Liz home last weekweek
library
the
end, I spent some time in
learning about mono. In my search
through the medical literature, I gained
three essential insights. First, mono is
a viral disease that, on the whole, is
not very infectious. Basically, mono
only passes from one individual to
another though salivary contact,
whether it be drinking out of the cup
of an infected individual, getting
probcoughed on, or kissing (most ofyou prob
ably know of
mono as th
thee .
kissing disdis
ease). SecSec
ond,
I
learned that
90% of indi
90%ofindividuals our age already carry the virus
which causes mono, in a latent form, in
intheir bodies. Once infected, always in
fected is the rule with mono. In general,
only the most hygienic individuals (like
colLiz) have not been infected by the col
lege years. Third, and this is the clincher,
I learned that once infected individuals
do not begin to show the characteristic
symptoms of mono until one or two
months after the initial infection. Oh yeah,
menthere is one thing that I forgot to men
tion, Liz and I kissed for the first time
when we got engaged in December...
December .. .
Hey medical sleuths, do you catch
tothe irony yet? Putting two and two to
gether I realized that probably, on that
moonlit, romantic night, dancing along the
water and proposing on the top of the
secluded wooden bridge, in that moment
of brilliant diamond rings, cries of glee,
and first kisses, I bequeathed to my new
dear fiance a wonderful gift, that terrible
infectious disease known as mononucleo-

sis! This is definitely one good example
ofwhat my mother calls aaPeckticular.
Peckticular.
Just so you know, she is feeling a
lot better. Though she sleeps 10 or 11
movhours a night and watches a lot of mov
homeies, she still finds time to do a little home
work here and there. She will return to
school after spring break to finish up
the semester and graduate in May.
I actually did not intend to spend
rothis much space telling this story of ro
mantic irony, but I couldn’t
couldn't help sharing.
nature's most
Laughter, they say, is one ofnature’s
potent pharmaceuticals. So maybe, just
maybe, I have saved you from illness.
Also, I do want to say a word about
rethe elections, which, by the time you re
ceive this article, should be complete.
First, I want to thank all of you for .
your
in
in-
volvement. I
hope that
fr o m yo u r you listened
c a re fu lly
carefully
stu den t senate
dduring
u r i n g
sspeeches
peeches
and took some time afterwards to talk
to the candidates. One thing is certain,
a democratic government is only as
strong and wise as its constituents.
All in all, I think things went very well.
Despite generally good feelings,
there were a couple of
frus
pf points of frustration for me. When I printed out the
ballots the other night I was somewhat
dismayed to find only one name listed
for most positions. Though I have full
confidence in the candidates that are
running, I had hoped for a bit more
competition. The senate spent a good
deal of time brainstorming for names
of possible candidates and trying to
convince different students to run. I
required that each senator talk to at
least three people about running for
their position. Ironically, the two posi
positions with multiple candidates (vice
president and sophomore class presi-
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bagpipe is a student-funded
student.funded and operated
print analog to the multifarious experience
of what is commonly referred to as “the
cov"the cov
reflects
enant community." as such, bagpipe retlec:15
and Is
is a reflection of the kaleidoscope that
happens when people come together to gloglo
rify
in a college environment, learning
rtt'y God In
to think and feel under the general rubric of
service
Christ paradoxically, none of the
to Christ,
seivlce to
opinions expressed herein are necessarily
representative
repreHntattve of the college or Its student
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see Rob, next page
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(70S) 820-1560ext.
820-1560 ext 1602
(706)
fax
(706) 820-2165
faX(706)820-2165
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ACIoudlandish
Cloudlandish experience with lithotrolls, fear, and beauty
A
Sam Glaser
Staff writer
I pull up to the parking area
surI'm sur
that is completely empty. I’m
afterpriseq because it is Friday after
prised
noon, but I am happy because I
am trying to escape. As I step out
of my car and breath deep the
sweet Georgia air, a couple of park
rangers with nothing better to do
remind me that it cost me two doldol
enjoy'this
lars to enjoy
this particular fold of
Lookout Mountain. I deposit my
two dollar bills and begin to walk
around the south rim of the west
fork. Quickly !begin
I begin descending
into the canyon, and before long
pointI reach a sign with arrows point
ing left and right. Two waterfalls,
the left one's
one’s closer; I go left. It is
hardly a minute before the sound
of crashing water rises above
what is normal for a quick flowing
creek—the fall must be near.
creek-the
beauty, I inwardly
Ah beauty,
There it is. Ah
I'm
sigh as I outwardly smile. I’m
drawn to this peculiarity of nature
like I am to creativity. There is
something up there, where I am
looking and walking, that tempts
difme to experience something dif
ordi
ferent, something out of the ordinary. I weave my way through
nary.
trees. I step up to the
the·edge of the

turquoise water and then out onto
a rock; I begin to snap pictures,
hoping to capture the beauty. I
move around the edge of the pool
winto a rock where the horizontal win
ter sun waves itself right through
40 trillion airborne water molecules
and somehow still hits me with the
burn my
warning that UV rays will bum
eyeballs if I lift my camera to capcap
ture the moment. I do it anyway,
blocking the direct sunlight with my
don't
other hand. The pictures I take don’t
turn out too well. I decide to head
back up the trail and check the other
advertised fall.
This one takes a bit longer
to get to. Along the way I get
glimpses of a fall, a way off down
below me. As I near it, I think to
myself how glad I am that II have
yet to see another human. Escape
has been achieved physically;
exnow I yearn for some kind of ex
emotional,
perience-mental, emotional,
perience-—mental,
exdon't know. Some ex
spiritual, I don’t
perience that will make it seem
alworthwhile. The kind that will al
low me to return content. I notice
that this fall has less height that
the last. Maybe 50 feet instead of
70. Maybe 40 instead of 50. Heck,
maybe it was 75 instead of 100.
100.1I
found it had much more character
though. There is a huge stone like

TUCK SHOPPE PROCLAMATION
/

Time to come into the bookstore to give ·
us your measurements for your cap and
gown. While visiting, you can place
orders for your Personalized Graduation
Announcements, as well as thank you
notes and other .coordinated
coordinated graduation
items.
items.

The Jostens rep will be on
campus on Tuesday and
17t1o
Wednesday the l6t1o
16A and 17rt
of
or March to assist you in
placing your order. Check
Check
or class
out our selection of
rings as well!

the
most
badass troll in
the canyon had
been bathing
bathing
one night a mil
million years ago
when folks had
imaginations
im
aginations
and decided he
was going to
sit there until
the sun either
itself
proved itse
lf
the stronger, or
it gave him the
satisfaction of
knowing he
was a badass.
His loss is my
gain today. The Unable to capture the moment, but still pointing us in the right direction 'samoiaser
samGiaser
beauty of that
coyote's cry reminds you yelling at me. Sam,
wa- when a coyote’s
rock against the backdrop of wa
Sam, aflood is movmov
look- ing downstream! Sam,
look- that you are not the only one look
ter was impressive. I started look
eress
Sam, th
there’
drop- that something behind you that
ing for the right place to snap ing with teary eyes at the drop
some photos of this beauty. Then ping moon of predawn. Coveting you were afraid o
off as a kid that
II realized something that II had such an experience, I walked past wants to push you in and hold
to, I you underwater!
pre- the sign that told me not to.
been too slow to realize at the pre
tum quickly to
underwater I I turn
vious fall. I was reducing my phopho started to climb up the rocks that make that something disappear as
tography
of nature
to the sign had told me were wet; the it always does before I can see it.
pornography. Pornography only sign was right. With camera I continu~
continue to move out across this
at- strapped tightly to the back of my slippery bridge, and as I pass the
exploits our most mysterious at
tributes in order to bring us two- neck, I kept crawling over rocks edge of my troll, wet wind whips
lubri my face.
dimensional pleasure without that had been constantly lubriface. It tugs my shirt away from
interac- cated by this fall for who knows the crashing beauty before me, re
involving any spiritual interac
rehow
many
thousands
of
years.
minding me of distractions I want
tion. I was trying to capture beauty
on film for later enjoyment The moisture descended on me, to escape from, or maybe over
overre- come. My senses are fully alive
without experiencing the awakening my senses and re
winter. as I feel the fear again.
minding me that it was still winter.
moment of beauty.
inagain. I am in
fall's pool stantaneously in front of this wa
t&ched the level of the fall’s
It’d
It'd been so long I reached
wasince I spent significant and discovered a fallen Ponde- terfall and in all those other places
time with mother nature rosa that spanned it. Protected where I felt the same fear; I am
(except its experiencing again that moment of
that I had almost forgotforgot from all of the fall (except
ten about those mo
mo- sound) by the petrified troll I beauty. This is another moment
tree . I that I never can forget.
ments of beauty; those started out across the tree.
scared. The wood
moments when I had started to get scared.
I take a couple of pictures that
be- can’t
don't
been so taken with cre
can't capture the moment, but I don’t
cre- was wet with choppy water be
ation that my whole self neath. It was only a few feet deep, care. I know what they represent. I
havy made me inch my way back to the safety of
reacted physically and but to slip in would have
maj- the Ponderosa root ball and the
I'd messed up the maj
spiritually. Those are the feel like I’d
crashing, troll’s
And as I work my way
moments when your esty of this roaring, crashing,
shadow.And
troll's shadow.
wet
scene.
The
roar
I
mis
misscene.
windy,
back
down
those
slippery rocks, I
palms sweat more than
took
times
someone
for
several
it."
loud, "I
· they did for the first kiss;
say to myself out loud
“I felt it.”

Rob, from previous page

dates for secretary. This candidate, who, along
with the newly elected secretary, could be a great
asset to senate, had completed over 30 hours,
but only 14 of those were here at Covenant. One
of the great struggles of leadership for me is be
being forced to uphold laws that I don't
don 't agree with.
Though I may go ahead and propose alterations
to the bylaws
can
bylmvs in the next couple of weeks I cannot remedy the current crises ex post facto.
facto .
Sincerely,
Sincerely.

dent) were not the -ones for which we most dog
doggedly pursued candidates.
Autumn
Fredericks
candidates.
(the current vice-president), as a candidate for
president, decided not to pursue anyone due to
a potential conflict in interests, and yet three
candidates signed up to run for vice-president.
The number of candidates was not the only
cause of my elections angst. Due to a bylaw
which states that every candidate for SAC wide
offices must have completed 15 hours at Cov
Covcandidisqu~lified one of the candi
C~llege, I disqualified
errant College,
, enant
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y
celebrates 75th birthda
Covenant
hostess
birthday
s Mrs. Lyon celebrates
ant hostes
Coven
4
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Heather Honaker
Staff writer
Friday, February 26, 1999
marked the seventy-fifth birthday
College’s hostess,
of Covenant College's
Mrs. Craig Lyon. Mrs. Lyon has
been the college hostess for the past
1973.
26 years, beginningAugust
beginning August 1,
1,1973.
26years,
Mon
born and raised in MonShe was bom
roe, Louisiana. Mrs. Lyon has four
children, ten grandchildren and
three great grandchildren.
As a birthday surprise, Mrs.
Lyon’s
Lyon 's two daughters flew from

Texas and California to Covenant
for a visit. Another birthday fesfes
“Scottish high tea”
tea·"
tivity was a "Scottis~
given by some of the ladies at
Covenant on February 25.
25 . Over
attendance.
50 ladies were in attendance.
As college hostess, Mrs.
Lyon is kept constantly busy with
all the little details that keep things
flow
running at Covenant, like the flowdin
ers we see in the lobby and dinroom of Carter Hall. Mrs.
ning roo~
Lyon also oversees everything in
the dining room and any special
for the
meals that are arranged for

board of trustees or faculty and staff
meetings. Her main responsibility
is to represent Covenant College by
entertaining guests of the college.
Mrs. Lyon first heard about
1967. Friends of hers
Covenant in 1967.
had sent their son to Covenant for
"Operaa summer program called “Opera
Lookout.” It was a volunteer
tion Lookout."
program for young people to work
at Covenant over the summer while
conferattending Bible studies and confer
ence workshops. In 1968 Mrs. Lyon

see Mrs. Lyon, page 14

women's roles
MacDougall,
Foreman
an duke it out over women’s
ugall, Forem
MacDo
stu
More than 60 Covenant students squeezed into Dan and

by a man or woman.
MacDougall argued from a
sevscriptural perspective citing sev
eral passages he believed revealed
that women should not be placed

Haase 's apartment last
Kathleen Haase’s
Thursday
hursday evening to hear Drs.
T
MacDougall and Foreman debate
the controversial role of women
in the church.
MacDougall, professor of
discus
Biblical Studies, began the discussion laying down the foundational
sim ilarities between his and
similarities
Foreman’s position. First among
Foreman's
these principles is that both men
and women are created in the image
of God, both reflecting His image.
Second, MacDougall stated
“there is no emotional, spirispiri
that "there
tual, or intellectual superiority of
women,” or vice versa.
men over women,"
Third, he stated that God
ser
calls both men and women to service. Not all Christians possess
the same gifts, but all gifts are
necessary for the body, and are,
therefore, important, whether held

in the position of elder or pastor.
pastor.
On the other hand, Foreman
“the offices, gifts and
said that "the
o both
calling of God are open .tto
sexes.” Foreman, a professor of
sexes."
English, argued from a more expe
experiential position. As a child of the
1960s, a generation whose claim
was a search for justice, he argued
with that ideology in mind.
experi
Foreman shared an experience he had while his wife was
Semi
studying at Gordon Conwell Seminary that changed his view of the
interview
role of women. While interviewing women at the seminary regardregard
ing this very issue, he began to
understand their feelings after lislis
tening to how these women "suf“suf
fer for their calling''
calling” to the ministry.
Both professors turned to
Scripture for the ultimate answers.
MacDougall referred to I Timothy

Leah Heisig
LeahHeisig
Staff writer

Cherith Johnson

"And I do not
2:12
2: 12 which states, “And
permit women to teach or to have
authority over a man, but to be in
silence.” MacDougall views this as ·
silence."
of"what
“what
explicitly stating a principle of
ought to be done in the church."
church.”
-:mght
"this
Foreman, however, said “this
situpassage addresses a specific situ
ation”
ation" rather than proclaiming a
principle. He noted that the context
of this passage is concerned with
of
women being deceived by false
teachers. Paul is warning against
being easily deceived rather than
office.
condemning women in office.
Forem
an believes that
Foreman
G alatians 33:28,
:28 , which states
Galatians
“There is neither Greek nor Jew,
"There
free,
there is neither slave nor free,
female ;
there is neither male nor female;
Christ,"
for you are all one in Christ,”
states the principle to be followed
passage.
rather than the I Timothy passage.
He made the point that no distinc
distinc- .
tion is made here between men and
women in reference to their inher
inheritance and so offices should not
otner.
be restricted to one or the other.
MacDougall believes that is
a "misuse
“misuse of the sentence”
sentence" and
needs to be considered in context.
“We need to look at the contrasts
"We
as a whole,"
whole,” he said, considering
"one unity
that the emphasis here is “one
general."
and not of the offices in general.”
“I am convinced that my po
po"I
biblical," Foreman said.
sition is biblical,”
He also referred to Deborah, the
Old Testament judge, and Phoebe
Testaand Priscilla in the New Testa
ment, as biblical examples of
women in authority.
Both
Foreman
and
MacDougall referred to the fall of
Adam in Genesis and cited in I
Timothy. The reasons for not

placing women in the position of
cultural,"
elders "is
“is not cultural,”
MacDougall said, but is "based
“based
on the order of creation and the
fall," emphasizing, as
order of the fall,”
I Timothy 2:11-13
2: 11-13 does, that Eve
ar was deceived first. Foreman ar
"Genesis did not
gued though, that “Genesis
emphasize the order of creation”
creation"
and that Paul didn’t
didn't cite Genesis
“as
"as a reason for his statements
about women in Ephesus but as
story."
an example of a similar story.”
Though no agreement was
reached in the presentation of
both sides, MacDougall concluded
importhat this was “not
"not the most impor
tant doctrine”
doctrine" he held to and that
he was open to further direction.
direction.
the_
Though Foreman holds the
-Though
more unpopular view in a group
of predominately Presbyterian
students, it was clear from discus
discussion after the debate that many were
were_
rethinking their traditional position

considering the valid points made
by both Foreman and MacDougall.
“I wasn’t
wasn't convinced either
"I
sophoway,”
way," said Teresa Fink, a sopho
't
wasn
more, “because
asn’t
"because there w
enough time to really get into it.
don't
It did make me realize that I don’t
have all the answers though, and
they."
neither do they.”
“It
"It was clear that both put a
fair amount of thought into their
presentations,”
said Joel
presentations ,"
" It
Swanson,
sophomore . “It
Sw anson , a sophomore.
seemed that MacDougall treated
the text with more justice,”
justice," he said,
commenting that he held to the
“more
reading" and had a
"more literal reading”
slight advantage because of his
knowledge of Hebrew and Greek.
He felt that Foreman based his prepre
sentation on “his
"his ideas ofjustice. I
think Foreman really had a point
"caused
here,”
here," Swanson said, and it “caused
me to think and ask questions about
what biblical justice is.”
is."

A
id , from page 1
Aid,

funds, gifts, and grants, there is little
that can be done for those students
whose parents can give little or no
money toward a college education.
Until outside resources are
found, tuition will continue to be
"If we
raised yearly. Harbert said, “If
scholardon’t
raise
more
endowed
scholar
don't
ships, then over the next five to ten
years, the student body will become
affluent."
more financially affluent.”
Using this new system, the
financial aid department hopes to
eventually be able to issue more
aid to more students. If not, the
school’s
school's population will consist
educalargely of students whose educa
tion is funded by personal means
rather than student aid.

need. The new index will hopefully
enable the financial aid department
to more effectively predict the
amount of aid that will be required
in the coming year.
Although more efficient, the
new manner offund distribution will
probably contribute to the rising
cost of a Covenant education for
individual students. In tandem with
a $$1000-1500
1000-1500 annual rise in tuition,
stuthis means that many needy stu
necdents will be unable to find the nec
essary funds to attend school here.
“We have realized that we
"We
stucan’t
can't afford as many needy stu
dents,”
said. Unless there
dents," Morton said.
are more donors to give endowment

news 5
Contract survey suggests massive student scorn for dancing ban
bagpipe
3.5.99
bagpipe3.5.99

Jerah
Kirby
JerahKirby
Staff writer

interesting responses. Here are a few of them:
“I would change the dancing rule, by
"I
injust telling students not to go clubbing in
In the last four years,!
years, I have heard a stead of eliminating the whole thing.”
thing."
subvariety of opinions expressed on the sub
“Students
" Students should be held to Scriptural
ject of
“contract.” As most of you might do, morality if and only if they begin to display
of"contract."
I have often assumed that the majority of ungodly behavior. The school can go to the
students, if asked detailed questions on the student’s
memstudent's elders. Students should be mem
subject of contract, would agree with my bers of a church.”
church."
personal opinions.
dis“Let
"Let students use their God-given dis
To get a more realistic idea of what folks cretion.”
cretion."
actually thought, I put together a survey
“I think dancing is becoming a moot
"I
based on what I understood to be the most point...
point ... I think people need to understand
basic and the controversial issues involved that contract is not of moral issue—the
issue-the
cov Bible does not say that these things are
in contract. I do not presume to have covered every subject available, but I do think wrong, but...not
but.. .not having or ever seeing
this provides a good overview of the opinopin alcohol or cigarettes on campus was a
ions on and off campus on the subject of . major attraction to coming here.”
here."
“contract.”
"contract."
“On such issues as these, we must
"On
A few disclaimers: tI sent out 100 ques,
ques- be careful to consider the brother who is
tionnaires, divided proportionally between not certain of what he should be doing/
onand off-campus students (student apartapart believing according to biblical standards.
on-and
ments are counted as off-campus). Approxi
Approxi- If such an issue is a stumbling block to
mately 80% of the students here are our brother, we must help him in his weak
weakon-campus, but only 66% of the surveys ness. Romans 14 applies to contract very
that were returned to me were from on-cam- directly, indeed.”
indeed."
bepus students. I am assuming that this is be
“Allow
dancing.”
"Allow dancing."
cause off-campus students were more eager
“Contract is a chance for us to learn
"Contract
con- to love each other in the ‘covenant
to share their ideas on the subject of con
com'covenant com
tract.
don't want to begrudge them munity.'
tract, and I don’t
munity. ’ It could possibly teach us how
iittle · to submit to each other as we submit to
that opportunity. I just
just hope that this little
fact will encourage people (especially on- this ‘tyrannical’
con
'tyrannical' beast we all know as concampus students) to express their opinions tract.”
tract."
more often.
“I
alco
"I agree with the tobacco and alcocon- hol parts because of keeping Covenant
Here is the actual survey that I con
ducted last week.
week The results are surprising from being a party school, but the dancdanc
in some ways and irrelevant in others.
ing part is traditional and legalistic.”
legalistic."
“Tobacco should not be prohibited
"Tobacco
Do you know what "contract"
“contract” is?
except on campus.”
campus."
100% yes
100%
“We are adults. We have to learn to
"We
0%
no
make decisions on our own. This is not a
Did you know you were agreeing to keep high school.”
school."
“contract” when you signed your accep
accep"contract"
God'
“I wouldn’t
'play God’
wouldn't attempt to ‘play
"I
tance letter to Covenant?
dancand say that smoking, drinking or danc
74% yes
ing is a sin. These rules are not Biblically
26% no
based, are arbitrarily imposed, and irrel
irrelDo you think "contract"
“contract” constitutes a good evant—what
is
against
God’s
law
should
God's
evant-what
set of rules: (check all that apply)
be enforced by the church and elders,
22% Biblically speaking?
not the school administration.”
administration."
30% morally speaking?
“Make
"Make it a contract for on-campus
envi54% to make Covenant a safer envi
only.”
only."
ronm
ent for everybody?
everybody?
ronment
don'ttell!"
“Don’t
tell!”
"Don't ask, don’t
34%
34% none of the above
“Get
rid
them.”
them."
of
"Get
· If no, which rule(s) do you disagree with?
“I
"I would change the dancing ban.
(check all that apply)
survey is obviously slanted. PerPer
This
82% dancing ban
ban
haps it could be a little more neutral in its
46%
ban
46% tobacco ban
questions.”
questions."
42%
42% alcohol ban
“The fact that you cannot ballroom
"The
Have you ever broken any of these rules?
dance is ridiculous.”
ridiculous."
60%
60% yes
“Dancing
needs to change.”
change."
"Dancing
40%
no
40%
“The
"The problem is that we are fencing
Did you feel justified, in any way, in doing
the law, like the Pharisees."
Pharisees.”
SO?
45%
45% yes
so?
“I
think
they’re
re for the better, even
they'
"I
15% no
though
I
don’t
usually
dance, smoke or
don't
The last question on the survey was
drink
anyway,
so
it’s
prob
much of a probnot
it's
open-ended—How
open-ended-How would you change these
lem.”
rules, if at all?-and
all?—and received a variety of lent"

“Off
respon21-my respon
"Off campus and over 21—my
sibility.”
sibility."
I've
“I would keep all of them because I’ve
"I
dancbeen to a Christian college without a danc
probth~ sexual prob
ing ban and it has increased the
campus.”
lems and immoralities on the campus."
A few closing facts: 52% of those who
have broken contract live on campus.
30% of on-campus students believe
that contract is biblical, as compared to only
6% of off-campus students.

s

96% of those who have broken concon
tract are against the dancing rule, 64% are
against the tobacco rule, and 58% are against
the alcohol rule.
disApproximately 50% of those who dis
agree with the tobacco and alcohol rules
live on-campus.
conThe Student Handbook classifies con
tract as extra-biblical.
Students do not receive a copy of the
Student Handbook until freshman orienta-

Compiled by Ben Harper

havoc in schools, offices
Flu-like bug creating havo~
Press: February 24
Chattanooga Free Press:
A nasty flu-like illness swept through Chattanooga's
Chattanooga’s schools and businesses alike.
The sickness caused as much as one fourth of some high school students to be absent.
doctor's offices. The
It also led to an increased number of visits at local hospitals and doctor’s
large volume of cases also caused pharmacies to run low on supplies of antibiotics.

Eighth-grader holds principal hostage
AP Wire: February 24
In Maryville, Tennessee an eighth-grade boy took his principal hostage after being
questioned about a handgun that he had reportedly brought to school. After being
to-investigate.
investigate.
alerted by another student, the principal had called the boy to his office to
The boy held the principal hostage at gunpoint for three hours before letting him go and
finally surrendering to the authorities.

Environmentalists
sts oppose lifting of
Environmentali
government ban
.
AP Wire: February 24
Environmentalists protested a decision made by Secretary of Commerce, William
Daley, to lift a ban on fishing in a major area off of the New England coast. The ban was
specifically on the harvesting of scaliops.
scallops. Environmentalists worry about the impact of
fishing in the area and the possible damage that might occur in the fragile marine habitat,
while the fishing industry, on the other hand, is pleased to get new job opportunities.

Independent counsel hearings open
AP Wire: February 24
Just weeks after the acquittal of President Clinton in his impeachment case, ConCon
gress is taking a close
established
cl~se look at the independent counsel law. The law, which establish~d
1t.
the office that Ken Starr occupied, is set to expire on June 30 unless Congress renews it.
Some argue that the law should be allowed to expire because of its unconstitutionality,
investiwhile others maintain that it should be kept for its usefulness as a non-partisan investi
gative tool. It is likely that the law will at least undergo major revisions, it if is not totally ·
scrapped.

Hill takes five prizes at
Lauryn •Hill
41st annual Grammies
AP Wire: February 24
Lauryn Hill was the big winner at the Grammies as she took home five awards
including Album of the Year and Best New Artist. The Record of the Year went to Celine
“My Heart Will Go On.”
On." Other winners included Eric Clapton for
Dion for her hit song "My
Performance.
Male Pop Vocal Performance and the Beastie Boys for Best Alternative Performance.
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Liber-ia,
Liberia, the Land of the Free
DavidYleah
David Yleah
Guest writer
Exactly 177 years ago, a groug
group of freed
slaves left the shores of Southern plantaplanta
na
tions to return to what remained of the native shores from which slave traders had
taken their ancestors two decades earlier.
The year was 1822, and the American ColoColo
nization Society was the anti-slavery group
spearheading the return of descendants of
African slaves who had chosen to return
their native homeland.
The vessels carrying thousands of
slaves arrived on the shores of West AfAf
rica a couple of months after departing the
Southeastern shores of the U.S
U.S.. The freed
slaves chose "Liberia"
“Liberia” as the most suitsuit
able name for their new settlement since it
literally meant the "Land
“Land ofLiberty."
of Liberty.”
By 1847, successive wars against nana
tives residing in coastal areas of Liberia
hadled to treaties that paved the way for
the establishment of a nation. Liberia bebe
came a nation on July 26, 1847. That year
the capital city of Liberia was named
Monrovia, or "the
“the City of Monroe,"
Monroe,” in
honor of James Monroe, the 5th president
of the U.S.
U.S . While the hopes of the settlers
remained ambitious, Liberia did not initially
prove to be the ideal land of liberty they
had envisioned. Attacks on the settlers,
cli
strange new illnesses, and the tropical climate wiped out half of their population
during the first year of return. Still motimoti
vated by their passion for Africa, however,
the settlers, with financial help from the
American colonization society, established
a vibrant economy that would flourish for
well over a century.
Liberia rose to a high economic power
between the late 1960s through the early
1980s when its lucrative exportation of iron
ore, rubber, gem stones, and lumber brought
more revenue into the country. The Liberia
es
government used U.S. currency until the establishment of its own dollars in 1985.
Liberia's
Liberia’s historic connection with the
U.S. left a big impact on the nation. For
instance, the official language used by all
Liberians is English, although visitors to
Liberia are likely to hear a synthetic mixture
of English and words borrowed from the 16
ofEnglish
Liberia.
ethnic languages spoken in Liberia.
Well over 50 percent of the Liberian
population profess to be Christians. The
dominance of Christianity in Liberia can be
attributed to Western missionaries and the
influential work of a vast majority of pious
work
slaves who became Christians while workU.S.. It is not unun
ing on plantations in the U.S
usual to see Christian affirmations on the

currency and in legal documents published stop muttering the words, "We
die;
“We will die;
by the Liberian government. For instance, Jesus save us.”
us." My entire family did not
the phrase "In
“In God we trust"
trust” is imprinted leave Monrovia all at once; my brother and
on the coins used in Liberia.
two sisters were separated from the rest of
Current day Liberia does not possess the family. Their ordeal is a story on its own
the same pious legacy left by its founding that is worth narrating in a full episode.
episode. The
fathers. Nine
"3/ears ago, a brutal civil war insanity of the fighting in Monrovia made
Nine-years
arose in Liberia. The severity of the war took each step forward like crossing the Rubicon.
a catastrophic toll on the people. Men were I still remember the firm embrace and warm
forcibly
forcibly drafted into armies and rebel groups tears of my aunt as we. struggled through
divided on ethnic and sometimes religious lines.
lines. the stench of decomposed bodies and the
I was a senior in high school when the debris of Monrovia, a city under fire.
war started in Liberia. My family did not
The reunification of my family memmem
think so highly of the war during the initial bers in later months was a big mystery that
con can only be explained fully in redemptive
stages. But the radical change in living conditions in less than four months brought terms.
terms. Unlike thousands of families in
us face to face with the reality that tougher Liberia, my mom and siblings did not get
days were ahead.
killed in the Liberian conflict. But our eses
The escaesca
cape to our rural hometown in
lation of the
Northern Liberia still posed
GU i N EA "V
the potential threat of
c o n flic t
conflict
SIERRA
SIERRA
shattered
shattered
belosing our lives be
LEO NE
the grow- LEONE
cause my family
i
n
g
had refused
Liberian
L ib e ria n
to support
economy
econom y
the conflict.
para
and paraExactly one
Jubm anburg
.Tubmanburg
CO TE
COTE
lyzed all
year
after the
Gbamga
.Gbarnga
D
’
IV
O
IR
E
D'tVOIRE
aspects of
*Rot,ertsport
*Robertsport
upsurge of
life
life.. The
the civil crisis
^MONROVIA
@MONROVIA
c o n flic t
conflict
in Liberia, my
~^*Harbel
'·~
-~ Harbel
De
began on Defamily chose
Zm aru
uhonon*
cember24,1989.
cember
24, 1989. By
to make a
subse
mid-March the subseddangerous
a n g e ro u s
ci'
quent year, over 100,000 ciescape out of
vilians had been killed in cold
Liberia.
Liberia. My
, ~GreenviHe
.Greenville
blood. My family and I witnessed the
mom and I
slaugh
beheading of acquaintances, the slaughplanned to
ter of close friends, and the massacre of
scout the es
essisters in Christ. Was c a p e
/
route, then send
close brothers and ~isters
this a curse from God, we wondered? The word to
------' my siblings if we
siege of Monrovia by rebel forces loyal to made it alive to the neighboring Ivory
the leader of a key rebel faction in Liberia was Coast. On Christmas Eve 1990, my mom
horrible nightmare, and one that I will never and I took the dangerous step of paying a
a homble
forget. As usual, the attacks occurred in the guide who knew the terrain to lead us
dark of the night. The sound of heavy autoauto through the wet Liberian rainforest and to
Ivoiy Coast. The guide
matic weapons filled the air as the dark sky cross over into the Ivory
was illumined with scattered, repeated patterns agreed to walk us through the dense forest for
ofred ascending and descending bullets. Some several hours, stopping periodically to make
of the bullets were targeted; others were stray sure that no one was tracking us. The guide
pointed from afar to the river that separated
bullets that often landed in wrong place.
My family was pressured to leave the Ivory Coast and Liberia, then disappeared
Monrovia after a systematic wave of killkill into the thick ofthe forest. The day was bright
ings threatened our security. Leaving and pretty as our worn-out raft drifted slowly
de
Monrovia was not promising for us, but across the river that serves as a territorial dewe chose to leave because the likelihood marcation
rrurrcation between Liberia and the Ivory Coast.
of being killed in our refuge center was
The beautiful welcome of friendly
higher. I can remember the horror of my Ivorians
lvorians on the other side of the world gave
mom who appeared frantically scared and us a lasting hope that we were free at last. I
toler could only tell my Mom, "Let's
“Let’s thank the
half-insane. As a young man, I could tolerate the sound of heavy shells. But those Lord,"
Lord,” as we fell in awe to praise the Lord
days were hellish for Mom who could not for the preservation of our lives. The little

money we had hidden was used to buy
butter: foods that we had
bread and peanut butter:
not eaten for over a year. To this date, I still
remember the euphoria and temporary pleaplea
sure that I received from the taste of two
foods that seemed trivial during the better
Liberia.
days in Liberia.
My family came to the Ivory Coast with
absolutely nothing; we had lost our house
and belongings to the war. But the five years
prospent in the Ivory Coast unfolded the pro
vision of our Lord. We lived in clo_se
close proxprox
imity with other refugees and saw many
friends succumb to the evil hand of epi
epidemic in the refugee camps. In the face of
this, the feeling of freedom from the threats
of being killed gave life a joyous nature. I
experienced vibrant Christian fellowship
with other Liberian refugee Christians in
the refugee camp.
camp. I certainly agree with Paul
that the afflictions of this age often develop
in us the character that God desires. The
non-believcontrast between believers and non-believ
ers was evident even in refuge. The con
contentment of many of my Christian brothers
and sisters was found in the conviction
overthat the temporary hands of death that over
hung the camp could not crush the inward
joy that comes from being a Christian.
Liberia was founded as a safe haven and
a Christian nation, but the years preceding
the civil conflict were years of mediocrity for
a group of people whose lives and history
had been rooted in the truth of the gospel.
While I am very reluctant to draw any theo
theological correlation between our disposition
as a people and the civil war, many Liberians
do believe that the war was used by the Lord
to draw many out of their mediocrity.
mediocrity.
The contrast between Covenant College
and Liberia is great in some respects, but very
similar in many ways. The Covenant commu
community has been blessed in numerous ways, and
its godly version of academia should never
be taken for granted.
granted. Statistics prove that we
are a part of an elite few who are privileged to
obtain so beautiful an education. We pos
possess a freedom that is sought in many cor
corners of our globe; we possess the resources
that thousands of my African brothers and
sisters may never posses in this life. The prob
problem of mediocrity in God’s
God's kingdom is ever
Covpresent in Africa as it is prevalent at Cov
enant. As I think of my final days at CovCov
enant, I see four equally rewarding years of
my life. Maybe two of the greatest things
I’ve learned at Covenant are that my aca
I've
academic pursuit has just begun; and to say to
tl1e
the Lord, “Send
"Send me anywhere, only go with
me; sever every tie that binds, except the one
that binds me to your heart and to your serser
vice.”
vice." Surely, God is good all the time!
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authenticity
Altefia Diner oozes with authent
La Altena
Bob Wiegers
BobWiegers
Staff writer
Chatta
Authentic Mexican food in Chattanooga? Yeah right. It's
It’s not hard to believe
that one can find authentic pit barbecue in
Chattanooga. After all, we are in the South
ex
(of course this is rather obvious to all except to those who seldom, if ever, get off of
the Yankified soil here on campus), and the
South is the place for barbecue (as well as
Nascar and WWF among other things). But
real Mexican food?
Sure, there are the few token Mexican
downrestaurants that we pass on our way down
town that every city of this size seems to
have, but can they serve up anything like I
Some
found in Mexico seven years ago? SomeI’m not going to bother
how I doubt it, and I'm
to find out anymore, because I have found
·the place that can truly claim to have an
Diner.
authentic taste of Mexico: La
La Altefia
Altena Diner.
On the fringe of the growing Hispanic
community in Chattanooga (behind the
River of Life thrift store at the corner
comer of
Broad and Main), this place just oozes with
authenticity, and the beauty is that they
don’t even have to try. My fading memomemo
don't
ries of Mexico City partly consist of tight

storefronts containing shy yet smiling folks
didn’t speak very well
well..
whose language I didn't
And anyone who has spent time down
south will be able to attest to the odd shade
of green paint that is somewhere between
mint and guacamole that shopkeepers are
apparently fond of. And there is the almost
random decor that mixes beer and sports
posters with bright trimming near the ceilceil
ings (with the typical nearly-neon blues and
tinny yet
the-tinny
don't forget about the
pinks). And don’t
catchy Spanish music in the background. And,
of course, there is great (and cheap) food. All
of this put together is La Altena
Altefia Diner.
Come if you're
you’re hungry for burritos of
any kind (and I ain't
ain’t talking Taco Bell
here..
no quiero Taco Bell after this place),
....no
here
or soft tacos or quesadillas or enchiladas or
ex
fajitas or whatnot. And they have many excellent house specialties involving good
stuff like eggs or peppers for example. And
for those of us who would rather not eat
animal flesh, quite a few of the items on the
menu are vegetarian.
vegetarian.
I sampled the chicken soft tacos on my
first visit, and they lived up to the bragging
“The only authentic Mexican
menu: "The
on the menu:
town." With rice and beans on the
tacos in town.”
side, I had difficulty packing away the mildly

If
If you had to switch to another
religion, which one would it be
and why?
“I think I would become
Frank Brock: "I
I’d rather
ratherworship
worship
a humanist, because I'd
man than a false God.
G od.”"
ele
"I'm attracted to certain eleDr. Green: “I’m
Islam,, such as the sovereignty
ments of Islam
of God and that all of life is seen in the frame
w ork of submission to God
God.”
."
work
Bill Higgins: “It
would
be
nihilism,
because
only
suicide.”
is suicide."
alternative
logical
the
nihilism ,
"It
“Iw
ouldn’t switch
switch.”
."
wouldn't
Scott Raymond: "I
McLelland: "It
“ It is theologically
fo r a Christian to answer that
theolog ically impossible for
· Dr. Mclelland:
question.”
."
question
."
Austina McFarland: "Islam,
“Islam, but only if I was a man
m an.”
“ I’d be Hindu so I could come back as a cow."
cow.”
Anonymous: "I'd
's pretty
Jesica Swartz: "Probably
“ Probably Islam
Islam,, because it's
it’s the most logical and it
it’s
close to Christianity."
Christianity.”
“ If I had to switch religions, I would become a Unitarian so that
Dr. Foreman: "If
I could believe anything I wanted and I could become a Christian again without
knowing.”
."
anyone ever knowing
“I would switch to Am
erican hedonism because that's
that’s pretty
American
Barb Schreur: "I
·
much how I live my life now."
now.”
Jonathan Davis: “A
h e horror! The horror!"'
horror!”’
The
"A nihilist. So I could say T
Ty Wilson: “"I'd
I’d chose Islam because it has more unity."
unity.”
Dr. Petcher: "I'd
“ I’d be an existentialist. If there's
there’s no God it makes common sense."
sense.”
in
good
the
see
“I’d go for
fo r being a pantheist. That way you can
Dr. Steele: "I'd
everything.
everything.
“M orm onism , because I support polygamy.
polygamy. It's
It’s the best way to
Eric Towers: "Mormonism,
I’ve heard Utah is pretty."
pretty.”
propagate a religion. Plus I've
“Existentialism ; without Christianity a large part of the uniuni
Caleb Monroe: "Existentialism;
verse seems absurd
absurd.”
."
“I don't
don’t have to.”
to."
Dr. Davis: "I

crew
The mirthful and certifiably
certifiably authentic La Altena crew

Johnson
Cherith Johnson

so it's
it’s not hard to get away with a satisfyingly inexpensive meal out.
But beyond the food, the people are
what make La
Altena truly real. Quite a few
LaAltefia
of the employees apparently know little
English, but those whom we spoke with
made us feel at home. The manager Lorenzo
is especially personable and helpful, as is
Maria, who told us a bit about her life and
family in Mexico.
Mexico. They enjoyed teaching
us some Mexican dances and had no
qualms about shoving the tables aside
when we all wanted to try.
try.
Few of us realize that the Hispanic
population in Chattanooga is at about 5,000
people. This little
restaurant is just one
M inistry manifestation of the
Boardwalk Ministry
increasing diversity
here in town, and it’s
it's
an authentic experi
experience that shouldn’t
shouldn't
be missed.
missed.

spicy abundance ofjuicy chicken. And the
same goes for the chicken quesadillas. I
hadn’t
hadn't had quesadillas since my brief visit
to Mexico, and my fond memories kept me
from trying any impostor here in the States,
but I was not disappointed. But you
needn’t
needn't take my word for it. Ask Dr. Haddad,
who spent a significant amount of time in
Mexico, how the offerings here compare to
border.
what you might find across the border.
And guess what? At least according
to my unofficial calculations, it’s
it's cheaper
pre-paid
already
you
bad
than ARA!
ARA! (too
for all those meals in the dining hall).
hall) . Most
of the meals are around
m:ound the $5-$6 range,
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Notice
Notice
The International
Students Club is
starting
new
starting a new
m agazine/new s
magazine/newsletter this semes
semester,
calfed Ninos
ter, called
Rangeela and will
be publishing cre
creative pieces of po
poetry,
art, as
etry, prose or art,
well as editorials/
opinions and ar
articles. This is going
to be primarily a fo
forum open to the inttern
e rn a
io naI
att ion
students,
but
Am
ericans
are
Americans
welcome to contrib
contribute ideas as well.
well .
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Short-term missions fail to provide real solutions
Short-tenn
Anandit Mangalwadi
Guest writer
Evangelism in America, as American
beChristians have discovered, is difficult be
don’t really have the time, or
cause people don't
interest, to listen to someone preach the
algospel to them. Almost all Americans al
ready have some knowledge of ChristianChristian
ity and can usually predict what a Christian
passing out tracts is going to say to them
abor
about hell and damnation, or about abortion, or homosexuality. Non-Christians in
America seem most pleasant when left
Christian—when someone else's
else’s
alone by a Christian-when
throats"
faith is not "shoved
“shoved down their throats”
and their freedom of choice is not hindered.
People in other countries, however,
Gosseem comparatively more open to the Gos
will
pel. They are often friendlier, usually willing to take the time to listen to you, and will
even share their lunch with you if you haphap
pen to look hungry around lunch-timelunch-time—
‘chicken’s
even if you have no appetite for 'chicken's
blood and rice’
China. People of other
rice' in China.
cultures are usually interested in finding
coun
out what brings an American to their country. Even if this means listening to a "Jesus
“Jesus
died for you”
doesn’t usually
you" message, it doesn't
evoke an antagonistic response. Perhaps
be
this is why short-term missions have bepopular—because wherever a
come so popular-because
Western Christian goes in the world out
outside the West, most people continue to be
friendly and warm and curious even after
they hear that you are a Christian.
There is a world-wide hunger for deep
truth, and a search for answers to global
problems, and a quest for a spirituality that
can satisfy.
satisfy Short-term missions are unable
to provide any real solutions to these
quests. They are like the proverbial seed
scattered at random by the sower, and one
can only hope that some seeds will land on
fertile ground. What then, though? Even if
there are receptive ears to the Gospel, a
person must be led through the practices
Christianity—that seed
and doctrines of Christianity-that
within must be cared for and nourished if it
shortis to grow. The Spirit of God can use a short
people’s lives—
livesterm mission trip to change people's
efforts-but
God is not limited by our little efforts—but
real, solid Chliistianity
Christianity takes time and ef
effort. Who is to say that the indigenous
con
Christian community will follow up on converts after the foreigners leave? Chances are
evan
that the local Christians were not able to evangelize their neighbors to begin with, and have
given up (or not begun) efforts to witness.
Short-term mission trips are usually
seen as free entertainment provided by the
the locals. In India there are
foreigners for tl,le
plenty of Westerners who come play their
guitars, perform skits, sing songs, and put
on puppet shows, with a vague “Jesus
"Jesus

you” theme in the background. It
died for you"
is amusing both to children and adults, and
rarely interpreted as a serious evangelistic
effort. Hindus already believe they have
the truth-why
truth—why should they need to acac
cept anyone else's
else’s version? A foreigner's
foreigner’s
pamreligion is okay to hear about, but a pam
doesn't have
phlet passed out in the street doesn’t
Afimplications for the lives of the locals. Af
reter the week is over and the foreigners re
turn to wherever they came from, people
resume their everyday lives without further
interruption, and with pleasant memories.
pasUnfortunately, although there is pas
presive acceptance of Christianity as pre
sented in a song or dance or conversation,
rethere is little comprehension or even re
spect on the part of locals for the religion
reof the Westerners. There is even less re
asspect for local Christians, because it is as
sumed that as Indians (for example) accept
a "foreign
“foreign religion,"
religion,” they also accept that
“foreign”
"foreign" status and give up their Indianmoness—their
ness-their culture, clothes, lifestyle, mo
rality—everything
Westernized.
rality-everything becomes Westernized.
gos
In any third-world country where the gospel is preached by a group of young people
who have an all-expenses paid trip for a
week, Christianity is linked to easy wealth.
indigNo application of Christianity to the indig
enous culture is seen, therefore it is assumed
that Christianity must only be for foreign
foreigners. There seems to be no lack of financial
Gosresources, so locals assume that the Gos
pel must be for rich people, rich white
people.
people.
It is disturbing to see young people
our age who get a chance to go to another
country for a week and have their whole

trip paid by their church in the name of
missions. I say this because I know the
benefit of the trip is for the most part a
happersonal one, and most often what hap
learnpens is that the people who go end up learn
ing more than they teach. It is a great
“group
experience" and a lot of fun. It is a
"group experience”
something
great feeling to have done something
“worthwhile.”
"worthwhile." It is great to rub shoulders
briefly with people of another culture, and
for the price of a week’s
week's vacation away from
home, there is relatively very little work to .
be done to earn it. But it can’t
can't possibly be
good stewardship of financial resources to
ask our churches to spend thousands of
dollars in sending a group of high school
or college-aged students to another country
effecfor a week, and to say that this is more effec
tive than using that money somewhere else.
Admittedly, the value of one soul that
mismay be saved through a short-term mis
sion trip is priceless, but more often than
not, this is a rare occurrence.
occurrence. That money
farspent on plane tickets could go much far
ther if used wisely in other
oilier areas. If a church
were to support an indigenous missionary
family in India, for example, $30,000 would
way-it would last any
go a very long way—it
middle-class family for several years. A
Christian family living in the area would
have a far greater potential to witness to
non-Christian neighbors and build lasting
relationships with them, and this is real
evangelism: through lives, not just songs.
I think there is a real danger of our
. generation getting used to receiving ev
everything paid for us in full, by parents,
churches, and mission-boards. A mission
trip for which you have earned and saved

up yourself is surely going to be more sat
satisfying and a richer experience. Anyone our
age who has done this on their own will
tr..an just a week
agree that they spent more than
or two away from home, and gained more
knowledge during their trip, than if they
had gone on an all-expenses-paid trip with
a group of friends. It is a greater testimony
to the individual’s
individual's desire to proclaim the
Gospel to the unreached people of the
world. The dangerous tendency today has
become to “mission-ize”
"rnission-ize" everything so that
it is paid for by someone else, because you
possiwork." Could this possi
are doing “God’s
"God's work.”
bly be a Christian form of blackmail on the
part of the receiver, and a form of catharsis
for the rich givers in the Church? We must
be careful about getting too comfortable in
recipients_.:::._we can only
our position as recipients—we
hope that the next generation of missionar
missionaries will be able to appreciate the support
they are given by other believers and not
take it for granted.
It is great to see the Christian commu
community supporting its members by giving freely
and sharing its wealth, but perhaps we
"imneed to re-evaluate how much positive “im
missions.
pact”
pact" there really is in short-term missions.
Perhaps we could rethink, as a body, how
God 's international
to use the money of God’s
Church in a wiser way, so that it will bless
more people—so
people-so that we see the Holy Spirit
work and produce real, deep changes in
lives. Perhaps we could use spring break
to think and pray about ways to satisfy a
deeper global hunger. After all, proclaim
proclaiming the gospel to all the world shouldn’t
shouldn' t
have to be done for just a week at a time.

problein of belief
Lagerkvist’s
Barabbas: The problem
Lagerkvist's Barabbas:
cifixion of the Christ after being set free.
My last two articles have been about
an author, his novels or works, and the ques
questions therein; the next two will be much the
P a r t
11
Pa.rt
Sometime before Christmas break I read same. While I will refer to the work
a book entitled Barabbas, by the Swedish Barabbas, and in this article even describe
author Par Lagerkvist, whose credentials, a portion of the work itself, these articles
despite his obscurity, speak for themselves. are not so much about the author or the work
In 1940, he was chosen as one of the "Im“Im discussed as the issues and the questions
mortals” ofthe
of the Swedish academy; in 1951, that lay at the foundation of the work.
mortals"
The central question of the book is
he was given the Nobel Prize for Literature.
The title character is the same this: Can an individual wish to believe, be
Chris
Testa · attracted to the principle ideas of ChrisBarabbas that we find in the New Testa27:16-26;
3: 14, 15) being tianity, and yet find it impossible to believe?
16-26; Acts 3:14,15)
ment (Matt. 27:
quesexchanged for Jesus. Jesus replaced us on In order to provide a context for the ques
the cross in a universal sense, taking our tion at hand, I feel compelled to retell a bit
collective shame upon himself. He also did of the story. As a warning for those of you
indi who do not like to know anything about a
this for Barabbas, but in a very real, individual, and historical sense: taking his book you might read, you might want to
place and taking his punishment. This skip the next several paragraphs. However,
novel is about the struggle toward faith I feel that is necessary for me to set the
that ensues for Barabbas, watching the cru- stage for the question that Lagerkvist pre-

John Adam Perkins
Philosophy&Religion editor

sents to the reader.
From the very beginning of the story
we watch Barabbas as he is mysteriously
drawn to this new and fledgling faith.
Watching the crucifixion, he is deeply af
affected and disturbed when the sky grows
dark in the middle of the day. Later he won
wonders if what he had witnessed had not just
been something that he had thought up, or if
it had really happened at all.
all. He soon forgets
the impact of the event. Once back at his old
haunts, he continues to live as he had before.
When passing by the temple, or walk
walking down the street, Barabbas often hears
talk of the Savior and how he had died.
Barabbas knows he witnessed this event,
and then he hears rumors that this Savior
has risen from the dead. Barabbas is con
continually being beckoned toward faith and
belief. He feels that he had been a part of

see Belief, next page
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Ben Thomas
Staff writer

Nietzsche believed that the origin of
tradiknowledge arose with the origin of tradi
tion. For some reason, humanity at the time
believed that what was true was absolutely
true. They believed that they had access
to objective knowledge. People began
speaking of the knowledge oflife,
of life, and then
in order for followers to adapt to that epistemology, they had to deceive themselves
into thinking that they really believed in
that same type of objective knowledge. It
was out of that brainwashing that power
arose. Now that humanity had wet it lips
for a strict, objective knowledge, tradition
Nietzsche's rebecame a powerful reality. Nietzsche’s
re
buttal was to ask if objective knowledge,
or truth, was even something that we could
grasp. Who was even to say that truth
could be apprehended?
The accepted truth in the nineteenth
century was the knowledge of the masses,
because they could take comfort together
in familiarity and camaraderie, claiming that
all. They
what they knew was shared by all.
had in essence created knowledge, and
deemed everything that fell outside of the
strange. Nietzsche
criteria as wrong and strange.
seemed to be calling to attention those who
accepted objective knowledge in order to
hismake an effort toward demythologizing his
tory and tradition, so that the strange might
no longer look strange, but instead appear
as a possible gem of truth. He called this
the natural sciences and claimed that it had
“unnatural” sciences
an advantage over the "unnatural"
in that it took the strange as its object of
study, and not the familiar, acceptable claims
of the day. To do otherwise was absurd. Iri
In
order to understand, we have to dissect
what we are assenting to. Assenting to

knowledge out of habit is the most difficult
habit to break, the one with the longest
hisand most devastating lifespan in the his
torical process of human existence.
ProtestantSurely the development of Protestant
ism in our century exhibits many of the ten
tendencies Nietzsche describes. Its liberal
wing has, to a large extent, accepted the
standards and findings of scholars and
scientists, but this wing runs the risk of
losing the specifically religious character
of Christianity. By contrast, the adherents
of fundamentalism tend toward falsity in
their escapism into a kind of double-blind
consciousness, accepting the modern
world’s
world's technology and premises, but at
the same time maintaining ideas irreconcilirreconcil
Let's face it, the
able with this worldview. Let’s
doesn’t exactly have the best hishis
church doesn't
torical track record. For every good point
Luther made for the Reformation, ten bad
ones followed. The same is true with Calvin,
writZwingli and other reformers. In some writ
ings you have figures like Martin Luther
advocating justification by grace; in oth
others, he is cited as giving the okay to polygamy
not recalling the source). Shall
fornot
(forgive me for
we not even digress into the Crusades?
's
Nietzsche’s
I suppose I understand Nietzsche
wisdom in biting the hand that fed him.
After all, epistemology makes for a frusfrus
trating discussion, so much so that often
we don't
don’t even deal with the question: "How
“How
know?" It seems
do you know what you know?”
endlessly complex, so we avoid it. I am not
saying that we have retreated to God as a
way to get out of having to deal with logic.
I am, however, crediting Nietzsche a great
deal for his mental carefulness to not fall
reli
prey to the powerful influence of the relicru
gious leaders at the time. I agree it is crucial to the redemption of the world and the
progression of humanity, albeit religion, to

make strides to unlearn the prejudicial bits nition of belief in God as being the belief in
presented to us for consumption as knowl
knowl- the salvific crucifixion and resurrection of
edge. However, I would not by any means his son Jesus? Furthermore, how much of
origielim
inate God from this scenario as what we believe and teach to others is origi
eliminate
Nietzsche does, because his quest for the nal to us? How many of us have consulted
non- the Bible on all matters of life and have
world’s redemption then seems to be non
world's
never been tainted by the influence of the
sensical vanity.
I believe that Nietzsche raises more church and denominations, families, and
questions than he provides answers, which friends?
attemptNietzsche writes of the ruin facing us
is not so bad a technique if he is attempt
atGer- because we live on beliefs that simply at
ing to change the mental face of the Ger
man world. Raising intellectual awareness tract us in a way that gives us a sense of
is always an admirable feat, especially one security and comfort. We are all acting on
that overturns all the bad stones of the our own subsets of beliefs, underneath the
historically "good''
“goocT people. His question umbrella of Christianity. Is it, as Nietzsche
"Can we embody suggests, all going to culturally fall down
that interests me most is: “Can
livtruth?”
truth?" Can we know truth or is religion on us because we are interacting and liv
don't "know"?
“know”? Are
as- ing by what we really don’t
power"? I as
"suprahistorical power”?
really just a “suprahistorical
sume that most of
us agree that God exists. the differences amidst our religious family
ofus
re- conflicting too much for reconciliation? Is
Therefore, when I talk about truth, I am re
ferring to how we interpret that truth. Do Evangelicalism really imploding? Is there
we view God strictly along reformed lines, no other alternative to thinking but to be
or do we have, say, a Catholic conception nihilistically minded? In the same way we
of God? No matter how uncomfortable this
see Nietzsche, page 14
makes us, I think that this is part of what
adNietzsche was ad
obvidressing. We obvi
liktin1L·:
For a semester, for a year,
yl'ar, for a lifetime:
ously do not believe
in complete objective
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Belief from previous page
BeUef
the whole drama himself: after all, he had
been released for Jesus. Compelled to know
about Him, he sneaks to the temple, just to
meet
hear what was said. He even attends a meeting of Christians. But he remains fearful of
these people, always conscious that their
Savior had been killed in his stead.
recogHis fears are justified: finally recog
nized by one of the Christians, he is imme
immediately attacked and assailed by the people
who were supposed to preach a gospel of
love. They reject him. He flees, not knowknow
ing what to do. Drawn inexplicably to this
faith, and to this man, he is pushed away
from it. He does not believe. Throughout
the story, he is continually drawn toward
belief, but seems incapable of it.

Toward the end of the book, Barabbas
is taken into slavery, and sent to work in
the mines run by the Romans. He wears,
like every slave, a disk suspended around
his neck to show that he is property of the
Roman state. Working in the mines,
Barabbas is chained to another slave, Sahak.
Sahak is a Christian Armenian, who has inin
scribed the words Christos Iesus on the
back of his own disk. Sahak cannot read
the words, because he neither knows nor
understands the language in which the
words were written, but he does understand
the symbolical import of those words: he is
a slave, not of the Roman state, but of
Jesus. Barabbas, moved by the faith of his
partner, asks for the symbols to be carved
into the back of his disk as well. Barabbas

commits to the faith, in a new and refreshed
sense.
sense. He is drawn again to Christianity.
A bit later in the story, through the
efforts of a slave driver to whom Sahak had
witnessed, the two slaves, chained to
together, are released from the mines to do
work above ground. Sahak continues to
proselytize at the risk of his life. Eventu
Eventually, he, with the unwitting Barabbas, is
brought before the Roman consulate.
What follows is one of the most pow
powerful scenes I think I have ever read in mod
modern fiction. The Governor approaches
Sahak and begins to question him about
the message he has been spreading. In par
particular, the governor wonders about the
writings on the back of the disk suspended
around Sahak’s
govSahak's neck. Sahak tells the gov

ernor that this means that he belongs to
Jesus, that he is the slave of Christ, and
does not belong to the Roman government.
The Roman governor is incensed, and de
demands that Sahak recant. Sahak does not,
and as a result the governor condemns him
to be crucified. He then turns to Barabbas.
“Do
God?" Barabbas
"Do you believe in this God?”
says, “I
god." Sahak staggers,
"I have no god.”
taken back that Barabbas has denied a re
relationship with his Jesus. Even the Roman
governor is surprised. “Why
"Why then do you
bear this ‘Christos
lesus' carved on your
'Christos Iesus’
disk?”
"Because I
disk?" Barabbas responds, “Because
want to believe.”
believe."
With that answer Barabbas
Barabba!\ is set free,
and Sahak is crucified.
(to be continued...)
continued ... )
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Jeanne Faucheux
Staff writer

terial or not.
point I have
I can understand this point:
spent the last six weeks student teaching
sev
Here at Covenant we talk a lot about in a middle school where many of the sevna- enth graders have only about a third grade
education. But we rarely talk about our na
frustrat
tion and the crisis it is facing with its public reading level. This is an infinitely frustratPresi ing situation, because you cannot depend
schools. So, let me begin. Last week PresiGover on a child comprehending a lesson about
dent Clinton met with the National Governors’
nors' Association to discuss the role of the grammar or social studies if they cannot
solu
given. The solufederal government in determining how read the textbook they are given.
it’s a thing
states spend federal funds for education.
education.
tion? In this case, in this system, it's
"modification." It means making it
His words stirred up trouble with many called “modification.”
easier
for students to pass tests by either
of the Republican governors who were
there listening. Clinton presented a plan having another student read it to them, by
expecfor education that will require of all states altering grades, or by lowering the expec
Cov tations for these students in any number of
more of something that we here at Covenant are all familiar with: ACCOUNTABILACCOUNTABIL ways. And so they pass, but they have not
ITY. What a word! Clinton wants the states learned to read. Something is wrong here,
ITY
to be held accountable for the results of and maybe Clinton is on to a solution.
their failing school systems. Yes, they are
The second point of accountability he
failing. Clinton is trying to do something proposes is stricter codes of discipline.
With all the violence in schools, it makes
about that with this plan.
There are basically five things Clinton sense he would see this as a priority. There
pro
wants the states to commit to if they are is no excuse for a school that does not progoing to receive federal funding. First, there tect its students. Thirdly, he proposes
“social schools provide parents with a report card
should be an end to what is called "social
promotion.”
promotion." This is a term which describes on the performance of the school. This is
the passing of a student to the next grade something that a lot of schools are doing.
ma- In fact, just today I got one for my middle
whether they really have mastered the ma

school. It was good to know where this gets right to the heart of one of the major
Demoav- divisions between Republicans and Demo
school stood in relation to the national av
crats.
This
is
something
I’ve
always
tried
I've
erage, and also a little discouraging. It did crats.
two
the
to figure out. What exactly makes
rank above average, but not by much.
certifica- so different? So, if any of you were asking
The fourth point is teacher certifica
tion and testing to assure that teachers are yourselves, or maybe your roommates this
qualified to be teaching.
teaching. Personally, I think same question, here is a good example of
on.
what's going on.
edu- what’s
that being sure teachers are adequate, edu
The Democrats think federal funding
cated, and certified should be a priority,
direcde- should be accompanied with federal direc
but maybe I’m
I'm biased because I have de
(or control.) The Democrats have some
voted my own education to achieving that tion (or
end. Do you want your child to be taught great ideas for change, reasonably based
by someone who is incompetent in their on programs which are working in school
pinmanage- systems in our nation now. They have pin
subject matter, or even classroom manage
pointed
some
of
the
major
crises
we
face:
ment? Too many children sit in classrooms
don't know illiteracy, violence, communication with
being talked at by people who don’t
parents, and teacher competency. These
what they’re
they're talking about.
isThe final point in Clinton’s
Clinton's agenda is are issues we need to pay attention to, is
to demand improvement in the standards sues that need to become a priority.
Republicans, on the other hand, do not
of the worst-performing schools in the
country and to simply close them down if want the federal government controlling,
interthey do not improve. Sounds like a drastic regulating, mandating, or otherwise inter
Remove, but what a motivation! And Clinton fering with their state business. The Re
publicans
are
happy
to
receive
the
money,
support
provide
says that his plan would
to these states to reach those goals and but want it with no strings attached. The
improve their standards.
standards. Again, maybe Republicans say yes, these are good ideas,
here's the but just give us the money and let us deal
Clinton is on to something. But here’s
rub: Republicans.
Republicans.
see Reforms, page 14
What I mean to say is that this issue
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An epiphenomenon
David Kaufmann
Staff writer
I had spent the day chainsawing and
my inexpe,rienced
inexperienced hands spilled gas all
over myself. Under the influence of gas,
I stumbled to the humble and tidy crumble
of an abode belonging to Carl Daniel
Baker, a genius. Not only is he a genius
but he is also accessible, a genius for the
people. Baker, being a genius, was browsbrows
ing the dictionary under the words bebe
ginning with "ep."
Many
words
in
this
“ep.”
area have to do with botany, biology, horhor
mones, and orchids: epigenous, epidenc.lrum,
drum, epididymis, episcia. But one word in
particular caught his attention: epiphenomepiphenom
enon. An epiphenomenon, roughly, is a
happening that results from another hap-

Reed with small thumbs was my partner in
guarding the entire ship. The orders from the
captain were to be wary of stowaways and
other shady characters. Sometimes the lolo
cals would shimmy up our mooring lines, cut
them with a knife, fall in the water, and sell
the length of rope they cut in the market.
Unbelievable. The sun rose close to 6 a.m.
cof
and I raised our flags; I helped myself to coffee, toast, a mound of scrambled eggs, and
settled atop the gangway thoroughly enjoyenjoy
ing watching Africa wake up. Too many port
workers busied themselves doing too few
jobs while activity began on the ship. The
captain checked in with me to make sure all
was groovy. "No
“No lines stolen tonight, CapCap
tain."
tain.” Bed was calling as the day was dawndawn
ing but I still had an hour to go before my
shift was finished. I had some more eggs.
Being a susu
perb watchman I
greeted · those
who walked by
trying to be
pleasant but
probably failfa il
ing.

I

kn ew
knew

something was
wrong when my
scrambled eggs
starting making
faces at me. The
face was very
urgent
as
some
though someteed on watch
“Sm all-thum bed” Reed
Dave Kaufmann and "Small-thumbed"
thing was defidefi
pening. I looked at the genius and said, nitely wrong. II thought, man, II definitely need
“Baker, you are a genius, a genius for the sleep. Twenty minutes were left and I sat back
"Baker,
and stretched. Immediately my calf cramped
stoiy.”
people. You made me remember a story."
The smell of kola nuts and manure up and I looked down the gangway at an
charging up the
night entirely naked Togolese man charging·up
kept me company throughout the ·night
deand into the morning. I was in Togo, gangway. He galloped up the gangway de
West Africa standing gangway watch on termined to barge his way _onboard but Ia ship for which I was working. It had . grabbed him and dragged him down the
been an extremely difficult shift because gangway and threw him off to be dealt with
couldn’t
hadn’t slept in 30 some odd hours and by the port police. Needless to say, I couldn't
I hadn't
wouldn’t quit asking me for cofcof go to sleep after my shift; so, I went on a
a local wouldn't
substan safari. The naked man resulted in a safari,
fee or cigarettes. The ship was substanthat’s an epiphenomenon.
epiphenomenon.
tial being 522 feet long and a guy named now that's

NEWSBITE:
a bit about the u.s. senate-

v

announced that they will not run for
Three Democrats have ann()unced
re-election next year, thus clouding the hopes for a DemoDemo
year’s Senate. Senators Frank
cratic takeover in next year's
Loutenberg (NJ), Richard H. Bryan (NV), and Daniel Patrick
retiring.
Moynihan (NY) will all be retiring.
But perhaps the biggest news is the much speculated upon
race for the NY seat: Mayor Rudolph Guiliani vs. Hillary
Clinton......
Rodham Clinton

Hi, my nnmeTsrrnom

ing with George Bush when the official
Andreas and I think that we should not declaration of war was issued. Besides,
send troops to aid Sudan. Now I realize what is wrong with keeping our nose out
you are probably thinking that I am being of other people’s business? I do not find
a bad Christian and going against the will anywhere in the Scriptures where we are told
of God. Please let me tell you my reasons to look for trouble and thenjoin in the “fun.”
before you go any further.
Finally, I will address the Biblical is
The first reason is diplomatic. Al sue. You are probably thinking that I am a
though much of the Western world would selfish, unloving, uncaring person. I must
take kindly to such an action, there is still tell you that my very being cries out
the consideration of the rightful, sover against the atrocities committed in the
eign government of Sudan. What right Sudan and other parts of the world. How
do we have to enter into a civil war be ever, when I look at the Bible, I cannot
tween a people and its government? You allow myself to rush headlong into a
may respond by saying that the present battle for peace (how’s that for a para
regime is committing acts against basic dox). The first thing I see is that God conhuman rights, whatever
trols the destiny of
those may be. Although
governments. I have al
I agree that terrible
ready mentioned this ear
O U R -FAMILIES,
OUR
things are going on, the
lier. Secondly, I see that
CHURCHES, AND COMgovernment of Sudan
goyen11m~tit
we are responsible to our
beenplac
has been
placed thereby
families before the entire
MUNIIIFSARE
MUNmES ARE FAlllNG
FALLING
God for some reason
reast!n. or
world. The world is God’s
APART AROUND US
is the
another. Also, what
wbaf is
to worry about simply
Muslim
because I am finite and
opinion of the ~u$tim
AND ALL THE WHILE
world? . They prol,ably
probably
incapable to handle the
WE ARE BUSY BOTH
B01Hfeel justified, that they
world correctly. Our fami
ERING OURSELVES
are carrying out the
th~ will
wµl
lies, churches,
cliurches, and com
comAllah as outlined for
are
of A11ah
munities
falling
apart
W rm THE WORRIES OF
WIIlfillEWORRJES
If we
around
them in the Koran.
Koran, !f"we
around' us and all the
IlIEWORI.D.
THE WORLD.
attack the Muslim
whrle we are busy both
bothMuslim govgov
while
ering_ourselves with the
tb;e .
Sudan, do.we,
do we,
ering
ernment of Sµdan,
the United,.
United Stilt~s,
States, add
orries of
th.e
_ w
worries
C:if the
tn,e world
worlf ',
another travesty to our already lottf
long Iist
list rather than those of
ofour families.
of transgressions against ·Islam? Maybe
Finally,
address the
l1y, I think I must ad~ess
you do not care, but
buffI do.
do.
· faith/works,s fasue.
cannot as ,C-hfis
issue. We cannot,
Chris.. '
Secondly,
someone to be
Se<;:<inat wee have too many prob tians, tell soiiteone
~ warm and
~d then
th.e1;1 .
lems at home. Our cities are rampant with not give them
means
How :
Iii _tthe
he .Jlle,
aris to be so. How-'
crime. Poverty, both physical and spiri ever, this can eas,ilyheij~ffiU~inoufoom:.
easily be fulfilled in our com,. ,'
tual, increases everyday. The church is munities.
We
want to feed. the pporofth~
poor of the ''
,; '-•· .wantto.f~~
ripped to shreds by postmodernism and Sudan. 'Wliat
What "aobut
about tlie
the poor"r that
that dig
liberalism. The American church can no through your
ur trash cans? Faith, as I see ·
longer defend itself from outside attacks. it, is more a 611~:.on'{jfjt
one-on-one ili~
than tjlwitfY--on.,
country-onIf you Qriril{
think that
Our president is acquitted, not because country thing.
g. 1:rY7oq.
tliafII have
he did not commit the crime but because denied you ~riy
any lnvdlvefoerit;
involvement, you are
regr~fblessingsinstote
of partisan politics. Battles are fought on wrong. There .· are
great blessings in store .
the streets between the police and drugs for those who will pray eartiestly
earnestly fortheir
for their
with little to no success. Racism is not brothers and
sisters
Sudan. If you are
. ;,sis
¢rs in Su~.
. ijy convicted
c()rtvicted th.at
dead. It is alive and well and has mani so incredibly
that physical acac
fested itself in the death of a black man tion must 'be'@<:en,
be taken, go
to the Sudan and
gcftothe
dragged until he was decapitated. How fight on their
eir side as some Americans did
can we try to end racial, ethnic, and reli in ’48 with 'the
the Israelis.
t~raelis.
gious tensions elsewhere when we can
Well,, thereifis.
there it is. Mind you that I will
not prevent them in our own country? not .die
for this position. I _am
< ·r~r.
a m more than
to discuss this with anyone. PerPer
The list goes on, but we ignore the signs willing
wi~g:td\
of decay in our own country.
haps you can change
my mind but you had
change,my
Thirdly, this could easily be seen as bett~}g>we
better come with an excellent argument!
Christian hegemony. Although we are not
o f the
l>opuli is Latin fo
forr "voice of
a Christian country, we are seen as one, Vox Populi
”I f you 're
’re interested
interestedin
in voicing
voicing an
an
peopleo"'1f
especially by the Islamic countries. For people.
example, at the beginning of the Gulf War, opinion through Vox Populi, get in touch
with Paige Nelson, pnelson@covenant.edu
Billy Graham made the mistake of appear Wl'th

or

Iles,

W~

ha~'~oq~
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A Clockwork Orange remains horrorsho~for
horrorshowfor readers
not make any choices. This
is where history plays a joke
The story doesn't
doesn’t end here, but this is on the reader. This book, criticriti
a huge part of what the book is about. To cally acclaimed all across
understand the title of the book requires America and Europe, is missmiss
the knowledge of the term "a
“a clockwork ing the final chapter in the
orange."
orange.” It is the "application
“application of mechanismechanis American version. CoincidenCoinciden
tic morality to a living organism oozing with tally, the Stanley Kubrick
juice and sweetness,"
sweetness,” as the author puts it. movie, based on the American
The question he poses is: "Is
“Is it better version of the book, also exex
to have a human being with a free will that cludes this chapter.
liter
does wrong, or a human being who is literThe author's
author’s intent of
ally forced to do the right thing?"
thing?” Young three seven-chapter segseg
Alex, before his rehabilitation, had an affinity ments . was to arrive at the
for the classics (Mozart, Beethoven, Handel, number 21, the western symsym
. etc.), truly beautiful music. By the time he is bol of human maturity, at the climax of the
cured, this juice of life has been squeezed book. In the final chapter (and I'm
I’m not ruinruin
from him. He cannot listen to the classics withwith ing this book for you by saying this) Alex
worth grows up. His violence is cured not by docout feeling the pain of violence. Is it worth.
doc
the good things we would lose if we were to tors, but by growing up and seeing his
become simply clockwork oranges?
friends, who have already grown up, as they
The final seven chapters conclude have so much more happiness than he has.
Alex's journey. He is released back into the It brings the book to a conclusion that is
Alex’s
world, incapable of doing wrong;
wrong, and he fairly fitting. I would not recommend this
finds what how horrible it is when he cancan book without the final twenty-first chapter.

The literary fru~t
fruit of ·Anthony
Anthony Burgess
Matthias Shapiro
Staff writer
If you head to your book store in the
near future with the intention of skimming
books just to see what is in them, a word to
the wise: don't
don’t pick up Anthony Burgess'
Burgess’
work of revolting brilliance, A Clockwork
Orange, unless you seriously intend on readread
ing it. Unless, of course, you speak Nasdat.
The very first thing that struck me
about this book was its unique vocabuvocabu
lary. The story is staged in a future time
incred
where a certain vocabulary with an incredible amount of as-yet-unknown slang is
· used. Words such as droogs, rassoodocks,

mesto, skorry, veshches, peet, vellocet,
synthemese, drencrom, horrorshow, moxg,
peet, deng, and crasting soak this book.
And these words were just the slang found
on the first page.
This is not a skimming book, or simply
a casual book. This is a concentration book.
The author creates a sort of quasi-language that, with a little practice, the
•. reader can pick up pretty quickly
quickly. There
are enough strange new words to force
you to pay attention but not enough to
keep you from understanding the story.
With that behind us, we can go
on to what this book is about. The
story is told by Alex, a 15-year-old
droog (street kid), who continually
refers to himself as "your
“your humble narnar
rator.” He tells you the tale of his life
rator."
It’s a horrifying depicdepic
on the street. It's
tion partly because the vocabulary
seems to hold connotations that are
very graphic.
Alex and his gang beat people
for no reason at all—correction:
all-<:orrection: for
fun. The first seven chapters of the
book give terrible depictions of Alex
gang’s recreational activities,
and his gang's
which include beatings, torture, and
rape. And they enjoy it all, which is
probably the worst part of it all.
But this is not a story of human
depravity, at least totally. Alex is
de
clearly pretty high on the human depravity chain of command, but eveneven
tually the authorities believe they can
cure young Alex. The next seven
government’s
chapters are about the government's
“cure” Alex of his incliincli
attempts to "cure"
nation toward "ultra-violence."
“ultra-violence.” I
won't
won’t go into what they do, just sufsuf
fice to say that Alex is cured ...
. . . sort
of. He is conditioned so that if he
has a violent thought, he gets horrihorri
bly sick to his stomach. If he sees a
pretty devotchka and thinks the
wrong thing, he has these terrible
pains. And so he is cured.

Granted, A Clockwork Orange is not a
theologically correct book, but it asks some
good questions that we as Christians should
you have a hard
think about. Don't
Don’t read this if
ifyou
time with vivid imagery. It is a pretty graphic
book, which (I think) adds to its overall charchar
acter and the theme of the book. While it isn't
isn’t
a particularly eloquent book, its themes and
questions make this a worthwhile endeavor
for any philosophically minded person.
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Harrod
Hairod and Funck: live album rings with simplicity,
sinlplicity, celebration
bagpipe3.5.99
bagpipe
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-

Tom Okie
Guest writer
Two vocals, two guitars, and
a harmonica
... with nothing else
harmonica...with
but applause in between songs to
distract.
distract..... Jason Harrod and Brian
Funck'
Funck’ss live, their most recent and
most superior album thus far,
leaves the listener entranced, even
hypnotized.
From the subdued notes of
"All
“All Fall Down"
Down” to the jubilant
strumming
strum m ing of "Something,"
“Som ething,”
Harrod and Funck create a richly
textured musical landscape. They
don't
don’t try to impress with blisterblister
ing leads or almighty amplifiers or
exotic auxiliary instruments, but
they still draw their audiences in,
gripping their attention.
live comes as a culmination
of their eight years of playing toto

gether. They began performing which was limited
lim ited by Ric
together in 1990, after seeing each Hordinski
's production. Along
Hordinski’s
other play in Chicago coffeecoffee with six previously unrecorded
houses. From there they moved originals ("Carolina,"
(“Carolina,” "Houdini,"
“Houdini,”
to Boston, a highly competitive "Model
“Model Waif,"
Waif,” "Grasshopper,"
“Grasshopper,”
folk scene, in 1993. They played "Come
"Rabbit"),
“Come Clean,"
Clean,” and “Rabbit”),
on the streets of Boston, in there are four songs from their
Harvard Square and in subway second album ("All
Down,"
(“All Fall Down,”
stations for several years, fine- "Tidewater,"
“Tidewater,” "Lion
“Lion Song,"
Song,” and
tuning their craft, and finally "Something"),
“Something”), one from their first
turned to full-time nationwide perper ("Worn
(“Worn Out Welcome"),
Welcome”), and two
formance in 1995. Their album-re- covers (Peter Beyer's
Beyer’s "I
“I will find
lease concert for their second CD Jill C.”
C." and T-Bone Burnett’s
Burnett's "Af“Af
in October 1997 sold out ter All These Years").
Years”).
Cambridge's
Cambridge’s prestigious Club
Among the album's
album’s high
highPassim. They have now sursur . lights, "Houdini"
“Houdini” is a haunting
passed previous efforts with live. narrative/commentary on the life
lite
This collection is easily their of the famous escape artist, whose
most advanced. Their song writwrit "handcuffs
“handcuffs break with mysterious
ing and arranging has obviously grace."
grace.” Fellow Wheaton student
improved since their first album, Peter Beyer penned “‘I
'"I will find
"Dreams
“Dreams of the Colorblind,"
Colorblind,” and Jill C.,"'
C.,”’ which combines beautibeauti
their self-titled sophomore release, ful, wandering lyrics with a beaubeau

tiful, wandering melody. It leaves
you impressed with the sheer aes
aesthetic value of the song, but won
wondering what on earth it means,
with lines like: "What
“What a delicate
Christmas concert/What
concert/W hat a
hand, what a fragile hand/I
it."
could put my finger on it.”
"Come Clean”
Clean" explores
“Come
the tension between the com
compulsion to keep hidden "this
“this
unseen" and the desire to
life unseen”
uncover that life for everyone
clean."
to see, to "come
“come clean.”
Harrod's
Song" is one
Harrod’s "Lion
“Lion Song”
of the most beautiful songs I
have ever heard. It evokes aapepe
culiar longing to know those two
lions that Jason knows, and to
keep warm in theirjungle.
live may be Harrod and
Funck'
Funck’ss last album, as they
have taken a year’s
year's hiatus from

each other in order to “recharge
"recharge
batteries." If so, it closes their
their batteries.”
career together fittingly, preserv
preservbest-in their
ing them at their best—in
natural element-for
element—for all their fans.
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Mrs. Lyon, from page 4

Nietzsche, page 9

sent her two youngest children to volunteer in the
program, and in August of 1972, Mrs. Lyon went to
Covenant as a volunteer. As the summer came to a
close, she was asked to stay on as the college hosthost
ess. She agreed and then became a full-time memmem
ber of the Covenant College staff the following
August.
Speaking of the college, Mrs. Lyon recollects
that when she first came, the only buildings on
dormi
campus other than Carter Hall were the Belz dormi“The growth
tory for men, the library, and the gym. "The
is amazing-God
amazing—God has blessed Covenant so much!"
much!”
she says.
Mrs. Lyon continues to be a busy and happy
member of the Covenant College community. She
can be seen at all of the Covenant activities, rang
ranging from chapel and music recitals to sports events.
· She says the only thing that ever keeps her from
college activities is her church commitments.
She continues to bustle around the lobby of
Carter making certain everything stays in order. Her
office is across from President Brock's,
Brock’s, and this
lovely lady bravely resides next door to the Ghetto.
Ghetto.
Covenant is very blessed to have Mrs. Lyon
as our representative and we hope that she will
continue here for many years to come.

CD

en

ing, what would redeeming the world and value-is
Nietzsche's most persis
persisvalue—is Nietzsche’s
desire to fight against that, Nietzsche look like? Thirdly, what is the purpose tent and greatest problem. However, I
appears to fight as well. But is_there
is there rere of humanity in this sort of scenario and would also like us to see his greatest
ally another intellectual, theoretical route how does it coexist with an immoralist? assets: his provoking of individual minds
to arrest the inklings of such deterioradeteriora However, all of these problems seem to through questions. So, I will leave you
tion? He deemed traditional forms ofreliof reli only be part of a larger one. To escape a bit of residue with which he has left
gious and philosophical thought to be nihilism (which I believe was Nietzsche’s
Nietzsche's me: We should no longer buy into the
inadequate to the task-and
task—and indeed to life-long goal), which seems involved familiar simply because it is large in num
numbe a part of the problem—and
problem-and so atat both in asserting the existence of GodGod— ber and support. There is validity on
tempted to develop a radical alternative thus robbing this world of ultimate sigsig the playground of absurdity. The mama
so nificance-and
to them that might point the way to a soalso
denying
nificance— and
jority does not necessarily mean secusecu
lution. How can the fundamental probprob God-robbing
God—robbing everything of meaning rity, much less Truth.
lem of nihilism and life affirmed __
without illusions be overcome?
10
Although
A lthough Nietzsche
N ietzsche does Reforms, from page 1
dren to he
be who they are. It influences their
have some insightful, provocative with it as we see fit. It is the old issue of values and develops their skills.
ideas, I do have several problems states'
states’ rights.
rights. How can the federal governgovern
Class
Yet, teachers are underpaid. Classwith his (overarching) nihilistic tenten ment pile more expectations onto an already rooms are overcrowded. President Clinton
dencies. First, I am not sure as to burdened system? How will more bureaubureau . himself said "the
“the need is greatest where
how much we can actually annihiannihi cracy help?
rethe deficit is greatest."
greatest.” The privileged re
late, because what would be our
And even though I agree that having treat leaving the educational ghetto behind
methods or tools for comprehendcomprehend Washington control everything sounds and no one returns to help it. What else
ing anything? Reason? Well, like a bad idea, I also feel like these issues can be done to ensure American education
where does that come from? SecSec are absolutely essential to deal with, if our changes but to mandate change?
ondly, if we were to accept the great country is going to survive. Public educaI do not have an answer to this queseduca
ques
liberation as a thing that actually tion, whether we want to admit it or not, tion. I wish I did. But this question of ac
achas a legitimate, physical outworkoutwork shapes our nation. It trains American chilchil countability is something that needs to be
looked at seriseri
ously when we
We
consider how the
government concon
tracts
with
schools
to
achieve certain
certain
ends. As a nation,
we should all be
concerned with
the outcome of
education and we
should all be re
requiring the public
suc
schools to succeed where they
have been failing.
AccountabilAccountabil
ity is key, maybe
not on a federal
level alone, but if
not there, it must
be occurring at
the state and local
levels so that
school systems
know that we will
· not accept failure.
If nothing else,
ironic as it is,
President Clinton
has given us a
concept which
219.864.2400
will bear fruit if we
en
are willing to enter into this arena
and fight for the
excellence that is
necessary for the
survival ofAmeri-
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Men’s, women'
women’s
s hoops wrap-up seasons
Men's,
led by Sarah Cantrell’s
Cantrell's 17 points and 10
boards.
Having advanced to the Great Eight
Tournament in Bristol, Virginia,
Vrrginia, The Lady
Robert Uthlaut
Utblaut
Virginia Intermont Feb. 25.
Scots took on Vrrginia
Staff writer
They were defeated in a very emotional
o f78-80.
In the regular season finale game by the score of78-80.
Kristy
was
women's
named the women’s
Clark
for both team
s,
M
ontreat
teams, Montreat
TVAC
Player
the
Year
led the
she
as
of
desqueaked out a win over a de
NAIA
in
with
25.8
points
per
game.
scoring
termined Covenant squad 87-85
She
was
also
Covenant’s
lone
representa
representaCovenant's
Feb. 19 at Scotland Court.
| Chrystal Coffey led the Lady tive on the TVAC All-Academic Team.
° Cavaliers in scoring, with 23 of Claire Lowe (20.3 points, 8.5 rebounds per
Freshman
TVACFreshrnan
I her 25 points coming in the sec- game) was selected as the TVAC
All-Conference
anAll-<:;onference
6 ond half.
33- of the Year and was also an
half That helped offset a 33Kristy Clark outrunning a Montreat defender. Clark led the NAIA in scoring for the second straight year
seapoint performance by Kristy Clalk
Clark. selection. The Lady Scots ended their sea
Montreat clinched a share son with a 13-17 record.
AC with the win.
of third place in the TV
TVAC
They upped their record to 16-12 (11-7).
They enter the postseason having won
en- 10 of their last 12 contests. Covenant, Men play hard, finish strong
When questioned on whether she still en
John Simpson
joys competing, she said, "I
“I wouldn’t
wouldn't trade meanwhile, dropped their second heart- John Sweet
Guest writer '
any-. breaker in a row to finish at 12-16 (9-9). Sports editor
wouldn't wish it on any
it for anything, but I wouldn’t
she is looking ahead and Montreat became just the third team in the
When Katie Brown entered Covenant body.”
body." Currently _she
last semester, it was common knowledge that training for the national competitions that will TVAC to sweep them this season. Cov
After beating Tennessee Weslyean in
Covshe was a premiere climber. The rumors and begin in May.
CovAthens,
TN. by the score of 68-67, Cov
enant also got 23 points from Clair Lowe.
Her training and climbing partners rarely
speculation floated around, but few students
enant defeated Montreat at home in an exex
truly understood what it meant tQ
to be labeled extend beyond her mother and older brother Lady Scots tame Lady Lions citing come-from-behind, 70-67 victory, in
as a premiere athlete in the climbing world.
Scott who first introduced her to climbing at
Jake Walls hit 4 clutch 3-pointers
In TVAC tournament play-in action which lake
12. Because their family moved from Feb. 23 at Scotland Court, Covenant de
ofl2.
Brown established her reputation in the age of
de- down the stretch to bury the Cavaliers. This
competitions of difficulty climbing. So far her Colorado to Kentucky, both Katie and Scott stroyed rival Bryan 95-59. The Lady victory secured the Scots the fifth seed in
best known achievement has been winning looked to each other for something to do and Scots used two punishing runs at the the playoffs. They defeated Clinch Valley
the female difficulty event each of the last they became climbing partners. The Red River beginning of each half to put away the in the first round of the playoffs in an excit
excitGorge was only an hour Lady Lions. Lowe had a game high of ing 2-point victory, earning them a game
three years in
away from their house 28 points to go with 11 rebounds and against league-leading Milligan. Seeking
ESPN’s
ESPN's X-treme
and it became Brown’s
Brown's seven steals. In the last six games Lowe revenge for the three-point, last-second,
games. The prespres
re- was unstoppable, scoring a total of 168 heart-breaking loss earlier in the season,
learning
and re
ground
·
tige of her wins is
mains
today
as
one
of points, for an average of 28 points per the men played Milligan ((currently
combined with
currently ranked
her
favorite
places
to game. Clark, who finished the regular #3 in NAIA Division II)
her young age to
35-3 5 draw at
II} to a 35-35
climb. Brown feels they season as the nation’s
create the excite
excitenation's leading scorer half time. The Buffalos came out strong in
both have their specialspecial for the second straight year, added 15 the second half and Covenant couldn’t
ment around her.
couldn't
ties in the sport, hers be
be- points to extend the school record for make the comeback. Milligan defeated
Katie is only 18
ing long endurance most points in a season to 738.
Blufield in the Conference Final and now
years old and
routes and Scott's
Scott’s be
bemany climbers feel
Covenant improved to 13-16 on the advances to the national tournament.
ori- season with the victory, and it was the
The Scots end their season with a re
that she could Katie Brown nonchalantly negotiating a tight spot ing more power ori
reented bouldering.
condomieasily be a domi
third time this season that they topped spectable 16-13, finishing third in the con
Brown expects that she will continue to Bryan. Bryan ends a most disappoint
nation's regular
nant force in the sport for the next decade.
disappoint- ference.
ference. Jake Walls was the nation’s
She first started competing because she compete in the national events but her next ing season with a 1-26 record, not hav
hav- season leader in free throw percentage
com- ing defeated a single conference
"is to compete in the World Cup com
thought it was a lot of fun, but her success desire “is
conference
quickly added recognition and stress to the petitions.”
see Hoops, next page
petitions. " The World Cup is a series of opponent the entire season.
season. They were
events. Recognition proved to be an aid as events beginning in the summer and lasting
fall.. They are held in Europe and
she turned professional two years ago through the fall
rounds. Brown
through her first sponsorship. Today she is usually consist of 6 different rounds.
carried by a range of companies including says it is too far away to say for sure that
Runner-up
Champion
The North Face, La Sportiva,
Sportiva. and Oakley she will compete this year but she is planning
Men’s A league
„ ,,
Men's
sunglasses. One tangible benefit of her on skipping the next fall semester of school in
Felchabuts
Dinosaurs
Eu
sponsorship is her Covenant education.
education. She order to compete. She has competed in EuWomen’s
says, “Climbing
isn’t the kind of sport you rope before but never on the extended basis
" Climbing isn't
Women's A league
TuckaTucka
Bomb Sistas
can live off of, but without it, I couldn
couldn’t
't come that the World Cup series will require.
Part of the enjoyment for her in Europe’s
Europe's
to school here.”
here."
Men’s B league
Men's
recogniShe trains year around and normally competitions is the lower level of recogni
The Crew
Stoked
don't know
competi- tion. Most European climbers don’t
competes in five to seven national competi
Women’s
Women's B league
tions a year besides the X-games.
X-games. The stress her by name, but she feels that those at the
WWW.net
Streakers
of the events has increased for Brown as events who do recognize her think of her
“the little American girl.”
girl."
people’s
grow. only as "the
people's expectations continue to grow.

Montreat women hold
off late Covenant rally

Nationals on horizon for Brown
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Keeping your eye on the ball: sports, games, and Christianity
Rhett Bentson
Staff writer
Maybe most of us have had an experiexperi
ence something like this: you're
you’re six years
old, maybe seven, up at bat for the first
time in your first t-ball game. You swing,
and miss, and suddenly you hear a halfhalf
demented and somewhat strangled grunt/
bellow from the bleachers behind you. In
surprise you turn around, wondering what
a wounded animal is doing in the bleachers
with all your parents, but there is no wound,
just a really red faced animal, who turns
out to be your best friend's
friend’s father, gruntgrunt
ing in the first throes of a sports anxiety
turn back to your
related heart attack. You tum
object, the tee, the ball, and swing again,
soundly hitting the tee. "KEEP
“KEEP YOUR EYES
ON TIIE
*'"'$ BALL!!!"
THE $%#&
$%#&*A$
BALL!!!” Suddenly it
“game” isn't
isn’t quite as
dawns on you that this "game"
relaxed and fun as you thought when they
told you, 'just
“just have fun and do your best."
best.”
That's
That’s the sort of lesson a lot of kids
are getting now days when they witness or
participate in sporting events, and it
doesn't
doesn’t stop there. We just had an article last
fans’ behavior
issue about Covenant sporting fans'
by Ben Harper that touched on the same ideas.
In an effort not to repeat that article, there are
some other questions to be asked. What are
sports to a Christian anyway?
'ke
Just games, right? At this point I'd
I’d 1ike
to recommend a book by James P. Carse
of
called Finite and Infinite Games that of-

fers some good insight into the nature of what they are? Why do we allow them to
life in general and its expression through make red faced, loud voiced, obnoxious
games. His major point is that there are two individuals out of
ofus
us even here, where "In
“In
sorts of gc;tmes,
games, finite and infinite; the finite all things Christ is pre-eminent”?
pre-eminent"?
games being any games with determined
howCasting those questions aside how
spatial, temporal, numerical, and behavioral ever, there are practical issues to address.
address.
boundaries. Sports obviously fit into this Sports bring in students-athletes-that
students—athletes—that
category, fulfilling all the requirements of a wouldn't
wouldn’t otherwise attend our little retreatfinite game that I just mentioned.
on-a-mountain. Those athletes bring in
Beyond that though, sports are very other people to watch them play, which
rules means money. Money means bigger! Betcontrived games, with their particular roles
Bet
and various paraphernalia that accompany ter! New gyms! New uniforms! New
them, from a ball and hoop to a huge tub of books...
books ... oh wait, we buy those. That is
water, ropes stretched across it, and little one of the major reasons for sports at a
platforms for people to jump off of (that college though. Money. Americans expect
would be swimming, a sport we don’t
don't have sports with their schools; it’s
it's like getting a
here, ahem). So, in essence sports seem salad with your soup. Chances are that with
withquite trivial. They have no special signifisignifi out even the limited sports program that
bascance outside the particular boundaries that we have now (although with 13 new bas
bas ketball courts, or something like that, it’s
are set for them. For example, a great basit's
bound not so limited, some may say) Covenant
ketball player is viewed within the boundaries of the basketball game as one to be wouldn't
wouldn’t survive.
Back to something I mentioned earlier
respected, maybe even revered and
iconized on numerous posters and such. though. The
There's
J:he players, the athletes.
athletes. There’s
com . always talk about whether this particular
This same player, however, might be a complete academic dunce, or a moral failure, or group of students brings anything benefi
benefifrom the talent in
maybe just a horrible guitar player. What cial to the school, aside fiom
that means is, his greatness does not exex athletics and the money from the sporting
can't
tend outside the boundaries of his particuparticu events. In all subjectivity (since I can’t
cease to have perspective) yes, these stu
stular game/field of expertise.
This view of the triviality of sports dents do bring something to the school.
isn 't what some think Covenant
does not seem apparent here or anywhere Maybe it isn’t
about-academicsl-but without
that I have seen, other than the occasional is all about—academics!—but
athletically disinclined family such as my these students Covenant would be a much
own. Why don't
don’t we allow games to be just duller place. For one thing, there would be
a whole group of scapegoats that the gos
gos-

sip chain would not have access to, if these
students weren’t
weren't here. Who could all the
parties get blamed on? Ghetto would be a
study hall. And we would have a whole
range of debate topics removed from our
repertoire with the absence of the athletes.
Some say that sports are an extension
of academics. That might be a bit of a
stretch, but hey, you say what you gotta to
'em around. Others say that there’s
there's
keep ‘em
no point, Covenant being an "academic"
“academic”
institution. (Relation between opinion one
and opinion two?) Maybe both these sides
are just that, sides of a conspiracy to make
Covenant look like the school you always
wanted to be at, with students and faculty
alike debating the worth of games in the
acadecidedly serious atmosphere of this aca
demic institution.
That's when we return to Carse though,
That’s
it's all a game any
anyand see that perhaps it’s
way, this serious academia and all the traptrap
(did I
pings, our lovely, organized religion (did
say that?). And sports. The thing is, sports
are honest. Their obvious rules and reguregu
lations make it apparent that they are games,
<:o seriously.
<:erious)y_£ven
except that we
wc treat them so
Even
so we know that their rules and values do
spe
not extend beyond their particular and specific boundaries. Academia and religion on
the other hand are so serious that calling
them a game would be an offense to some,
perhaps heretical to others. Maybe we all
should just follow the advice of our red
faced, t-ball fan father and KEEP OUR EYES
ON1BE
ON THE #@%&$* BALL!
BALL!
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(NAIA) arid
and was third in
scor
the conference in scor20.4
.4 points per
ing with 20
game. Walls was the
only Scot to be named
TVAC All-Conferto the TVACAll-ConferTho
ence Team. Cedric Thomas led the league in
field goal percentage
hon
(56.1) and was an honmention All-Conorable mentionAll-Conference selection. Three
Scots made the TVAC
All-Academic Team:
Brian Court, Mark Fields
Hancock.
and David Hancock.
The Scots will graduate
6 seniors this coming
May: Seth Toner, John
Weaver, Fields, Thomas,
Court, and Walls.

Cherith Johnson

institu
As Covenant College matures as an institution of higher learning, various areas of the college
periodically go through an evaluation process. The
next year or so, the athletic program will be looked
at closely with regard to our national affiliation.
Asso
Presently, we are a member of the National Assoof Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA).
(NAIA). A numnum
ciation oflntercollegiate
ber of options will be studied with the hope of
placing that athletic program in a position which
it’s mission in the most
will enhance the college and it's
appropriate way. Information and dialogue will take
place amongst various groups in the Covenant
community, such as the faculty, staff, students,
stu
alumni, development office, admissions office, stucoach
dent financial planning office, as well as the coaching staff. Students presently participating in the
be impacted (i.e. athletic
athletic program will not pe
grants in aid) during the next three years.
Please pray for the process and decisions that
intercolle
will be made as the role and the place of intercollegiate athletics at Covenant College are studied.
Dr. Brian Crossman, Athletic Director

C.J. Jackson in post-dunk position over heavy Montreat traffic in the lane far below
below

